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The numerous complex molecular processes occurring inside living cells are primarily carried out by proteins and other biopolymers, such as ribonucleic acids (RNA). The identity and quantity of the different proteins and RNA determine the cell's phenotype and changes in response to the environment. Therefore, the internal composition of the cell in terms of the type and concentration of proteins and RNA is tightly regulated. Gene expression is the process of using the DNA sequence information to produce these biopolymers. Transcription, the initial step in gene expression, where one strand of DNA is used as template by the enzyme RNA polymerase (RNAP) for synthesizing a complementary RNA or transcript. Since cell phenotype is mostly determined by transcription, a complex regulatory mechanism exists involving a large number of factors to control the level of transcription of a gene. Although most studies are focused on multiple cycles of either transcription or association of DNA and RNA Polymerase (RNAP) to make RNAP-Promoter open complex (RPo), single round transcription studies are crucial in elucidating the mechanism of sophisticated RNAP-DNA interactions and its kinetics in
transcription. In this context, we have developed a novel in vitro quenching based single round transcription assay using single molecule detection. Using this, we could successfully dissect initiation kinetics starting from different initial transcribing stages and found that transcription initiation doesn’t follow a sequential model (as commonly believed). Instead, we identified a previously uncharacterized state that is unique to initial transcribing complexes and associated with the backtracked RNAP-DNA complex. Also, we have investigated the size/concentration effects of various osmolytes and macromolecular crowding agents, which mimic the crowded cellular environment, on actively-transcribing RNAP and found enhancement in transcription kinetics by larger crowding agents at the same viscosity.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction
**Bacterial RNA Polymerase**

RNA Polymerase (RNAP) is the enzyme that carries out transcription in all living organisms and its function is to use the nucleotide base sequence information in DNA to synthesize a complementary RNA strand, which is primarily used in the process of protein synthesis called Translation. Although in eukaryotes, three distinct RNAPs (RNA pol I, II, III) transcribe different classes of genes, in prokaryotes, a single RNAP is devoted to transcription of all genes\(^1\)

The core, which is composed of 5 subunits, of the multisubunit RNAPs is conserved in bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes\(^1,2\). Among this family, the simplest one is bacterial RNAP with 5 subunits (\(\alpha, \alpha_I, \beta, \beta', \omega\)) while eukaryotic RNAP pol I, II, III are composed of 14, 12, and 17 subunits respectively\(^1,2\).

The core enzyme of bacterial RNAP, known as the apo-RNAP complex, cannot properly initiate transcription alone as it requires another factor, \(\sigma\), to properly orient and position the catalytic core at gene promoters. Association of the core RNAP with \(\sigma\) factor forms the holo RNAP enzyme, which is competent for transcription initiation at specific promoters. Since \(\sigma\) factors are responsible for promoter recognition, the core enzyme would form a complex with one of several different \(\sigma\) factors, each conferring specificity to different promoter DNA sequences\(^3\)–\(^4\). In *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*) \(\sigma^{70}\) is the \(\sigma\) factor responsible for recruiting the RNAP core to the promoters of most house-keeping genes, which are active during normal growth. Structural and sequence analysis of \(\sigma\) factors identified four conserved regions or domains (\(\sigma R1, \sigma R2, \sigma R3, \sigma R4\)) connected with flexible linkers\(^5,6\). The mechanism of \(\sigma\) factor action and function in transcription initiation has been extensively studied and involves a multitude of processes; 1) promoter recognition, 2) un-zipping the double stranded DNA to
enable the template strand to insert into the active site of RNAP, 3) facilitating the stabilization of the short RNA, 4) blocking the RNA exit channel, where a long nascent RNA (separated from RNA-DNA hybrid) releases, and 5) abortive initiation. During promoter escape and transition into elongation, σ factor breaks its interaction with promoter DNA and is weakly associated with the elongating core RNAP until it is released from the core RNAP in a stochastic manner. However, sometimes σ factor associated with elongating RNAP stalls the polymerase in a process called promoter-proximal pausing if the elongating RNAP encounters a -10 like sequence before σ factor dissociates.

The bacterial RNAP holoenzyme has a crab-claw like shape with its β, β’ subunits forming the two pincers of the claw. The highly conserved primary (or active-site) channel, which is the cleft between β, β’ subunits, accommodates downstream DNA and the RNA-DNA hybrid. The active site in the primary channel is where ribonucleotide monophosphate incorporation into a nascent RNA chain occurs along with the release of pyrophosphate from ribonucleotide triphosphate substrates (NTP). Two Mg²⁺ ion located in the active site are necessary for RNAP catalytic activity. One Mg²⁺ ion (Mg I) is strongly coordinated by three highly conserved β’ active site aspartic residues and plays an important role for catalysis of the phosphodiester bond formation and RNA extension. The other Mg²⁺ ion (Mg II) is necessary for proper positioning of an incoming NTP in the active site. Another channel called the "Secondary" channel (10~12 Å) formed at the interface of the β and β’ subunits provides a direct conduit for diffusing substrate NTPs to enter the active site. Also, abortive product are released through the secondary channel and a class of transcription factors, known as secondary channel binding factors, such as GreA, GreB and DksA regulate the activity of RNAP. Inside the secondary channel, highly conserved structural features in the β’
subunit known as the trigger loop and bridge helix facilitate NTP incorporation and RNAP translocation along the DNA template during the polymerization reaction\textsuperscript{13,16}.

The $\alpha$-subunit is comprised of three different domains: well-structured N-terminal domain ($\alpha$NTD), disordered flexible linker and C-terminal domain ($\alpha$CTD). Two $\alpha$ subunits dimerize and then the $\beta$ and $\beta'$ subunits assemble through their specific interactions with the $\alpha$NTD of their partner $\alpha$-subunit. The $\alpha$CTD of RNAP is oriented in the upstream direction following promoter binding and is capable of binding DNA, such as to the UP element, and interacting with transcription factors, such as catabolite activating protein, to regulate transcription\textsuperscript{11,17}.

The $\omega$ subunit is the smallest subunit with only 91 amino acids (~10kDa) and is associated with the $\beta'$ subunit in the holo RNAP. Despite being discovered several decades ago, the function of the $\omega$ subunit is still ambiguous and controversial. Several researches have showed that the $\omega$ subunit is important for maintaining the $\beta'$ subunit conformation and for regulation during initiation in response to ppGpp in a stress condition\textsuperscript{18,19}.
Transcription cycles in Escherichia coli

Transcription is the first major process of gene expression and is also the most regulated. Transcription in Escherichia coli (E. coli) can be described in three separate steps: (I) Initiation, (II) Elongation and (III) termination. Initiation can be divided into three sub-steps\(^3\): (I-i) formation of RNAP holoenzyme following \(\sigma^{70}\) association with the core RNAP enzyme; (I-ii) holoenzyme identifying the promoter and binding tightly to two well-defined DNA elements upstream to the transcription start site (TSS), the -10 and -35 hexamer elements in the promoter recognition sequence (PRS); (I-iii) RNAP melting, through successive isomerization steps, the DNA double helix from -10 to +2 to generate the RNAP open complex, with the melted region called the transcription bubble. The separation of template and non-template strands of DNA facilitates the positioning of the TSS in close proximity to the active site, thus preparing the transcription machinery for RNA synthesis. After formation of the transcription bubble, a rate limiting step in formation of catalytically active RNAP, conformational changes stabilize the RNAP-Promoter (RP) complex to form the RNAP-Promoter open complex (RP\(_{O}\)), which is ready to begin catalyzing incorporation of nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) into an RNA transcript; (I-iv) Formation of the first phosphodiester bond changes the RNAP open complex to the RNAP initial transcribing complex (RP\(_{ITC}\)). As RNA is synthesized by the RP\(_{ITC}\), downstream DNA is pulled into the primary channel causing compression of accumulated single stranded DNA in a process called DNA scrunching\(^{20,21}\). The RP\(_{ITC}\) continues synthesizing RNA products of different lengths and releasing them in a process called abortive initiation (AI), which undergoes multiple RNA synthesis-release cycles until the RNAP clears the promoter. Since most of these cycles are unsuccessful, RNAP aborts initiation after releasing the short nascent RNA and forming the RP\(_{O}\) again for a new synthesis trial\(^{22,23}\); (I-v) It is only when enough strain is built in the enzyme that
the fifth step – promoter clearance – ensues. In this step the holoenzyme loses its grip on the PRS ($\sigma^{70}$ breaks contact with the -10 and -35 hexamers) and the blockage of the RNA exit channel is removed, marking the transition of RNAP to an elongation complex.

In AI, the strong interactions between RNAP and the PRS, mediated by the $\sigma^{70}$ subunit, limit the lengths of abortive RNA products. The stronger the promoter is (RP recognition site interaction), the greater amount of time RNAP will spend cycling in AI$^{24}$ and the distribution of abortive transcript lengths will be skewed towards longer ones$^{25}$. These findings may be the reason for why, after establishing tight promoter recognition interactions, transcription initiation is much slower than elongation.

In elongation (II), after $\sigma$R3.2 is removed from the exit channel, RNAP undergoes a global conformational change, $\sigma^{70}$ loses its grip on the PRS, and RNAP processively and rapidly elongates the RNA transcript until it reaches the termination signal$^{26}$. Transcription elongation is highly stable and processive (10~20 bp/sec) process$^{16}$. However, the RNAP elongation complex is weakly associated with $\sigma^{70}$, which can cause transcriptional pausing upon encountering specific sequences$^{27}$. $\sigma^{70}$ is stochastically released from the elongating polymerase$^9$, but can be recruited back whenever a PRS-like sequence re-occurs$^{28,29}$. Some population of paused RNAP exist in a backtracked state where the RNAP active site is positioned upstream of the RNA 3’ end. The single stranded RNA that was hybridized to the template strand becomes lodged in the secondary channel$^{27}$, where NTPs enter$^{5,11-13}$. Pausing not mediated by $\sigma^{70}$ is also possible due to backtracking caused either by specific DNA sequences or the incorrect NTP being incorporated into the 3’ end of the RNA resulting in misalignment 3’ end of the transcript. These backtracked-paused complex could be rescued and made into active elongation complexes by cutting the RNA,
upstream of the 3’ RNA end, and regenerating a 3’-hydroxyl correctly positioned in the RNAP active site. RNAP has an intrinsic endonucleolytic activity that is greatly stimulated by transcription elongation factors\textsuperscript{12,30,31}.

Transcription is terminated in the last stage (III), when RNAP encounters either 1) a termination sequence (intrinsic termination), which generally has a hairpin loop secondary structure followed by U-rich region in RNA transcript, or 2) termination factor, ρ. In termination, the full RNA transcript is released from RNAP. Also, RNAP is dissociated from DNA and could be reusable, with one of the σ factors, for another transcription reaction\textsuperscript{32}.
Biological reactions in crowded environments

Biological reactions in the cellular environment differ physicochemically from those performed in dilute buffer solutions. Inside the cell, many kinds of macromolecules such as lipids, sugars, nucleic acid, and proteins coexist and can arrange in higher order structures like the cytoskeleton. The concentration of those molecules in the cytoplasm is 50~400mg/ml, which is corresponding to a volume occupancy of 5~40%.

Such crowded environments undoubtedly affect the physical and chemical properties of biomolecules so that the biological reactions under crowded conditions exhibit different properties from those in the buffer. Two main effects of crowded environments on the biological reactions are viscosity effects, affecting diffusion coefficients, and crowding effects due to the volume exclusion of macromolecules.

The high viscosity of crowded conditions slows down diffusion of reactants as well as the chemical reaction itself. A simple Kramer’s theory predicts the rate constant is inversely proportional to the viscosity of the medium.

The crowding effects, due to the volume exclusion of highly dense macromolecules, reduce the volume available for reactants in the solution, which results in increasing their local concentrations. In the same manner, the macromolecular crowding could modulate the binding affinities of biomolecules and increase their association rate. Also, the crowded environment affects the structure of biomolecules. Recent literature have reported that macromolecular crowding generally makes the shape of biomolecules more compact, stabilizing their native states while destabilizing the denatured state.
An Overview of this Dissertation

This dissertation summarizes my efforts to elucidate the bacterial transcription kinetics in initiation and transcription under crowding conditions as a mimic system for the cell environments. Chapter two states the development of *in vitro* quenching based single round transcription assay using single molecule detection and their use for investigation of the effects of size and concentration of crowders on bacterial transcription. The results suggest that crowding agents affect transcription reaction kinetics after RP0 formation through volume exclusion. Chapter three describes the efforts to monitor the kinetics of transcription in initiation by using various ensemble and single molecule techniques. Contrary to expectations, we found that transcription kinetics from later stages of initiation (e.g. from a 7-base transcript) was significantly slower than from earlier stages, and this newly identified pathway in initiation is attributed to the RNAP backtracking.
Chapter 2:

*E. coli* RNA polymerase activity under crowding
Introduction

Gene expression starts from the process called Transcription, where the information in DNA is copied into more functional nucleic acid, RNA by the enzyme RNA polymerase (RNAP). Since the phenotypes of the cells are determined by transcription, it is extremely crucial to understand RNAP-DNA interactions in the transcription processes in order to figure out how cells develop their functionalities and how they survive.

Unfortunately, understanding transcription in the cell is highly challenging since transcription is highly regulated and complicated process involving many different transcription factors.\(^{14,40,41}\)

One of highly abundant transcription factors, DksA, which binds to the secondary channel of RNAP to disrupt RNAP-Promoter DNA interaction. DksA acts primarily to downregulate many genes at the level of transcription initiation in conjunction with guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp), which is produced when there insufficient amount of amino acids in the cell by the ribosome, as a feedback mechanism to avoid wasting amino acids on proteins that are not essential for cell function.\(^{14,18,40,42,43}\)

The *E. coli* cellular environment is significantly different from that in dilute buffer since the cell has macromolecules such as nucleic acid, sugar, and protein that make a highly condensed environment.\(^{33,44}\) The concentration of an individual macromolecule is not so high, but the overall macromolecules take up a huge amount of the volume in the cytoplasm (~40% in *Escherichia coli*).\(^ {45}\) This compact and dense environment in the cell could alter biological reactions significantly. First, dense cellular environments cause a high viscosity. Increase in viscosity slows down the translational motions of the molecules resulting in slower kinetics. Kramer theory has successfully described the viscosity effects on kinetics of many reactions.\(^ {36,46}\) Many theoretical
and experimental researches have shown that viscosity affect the kinetics of reaction rather than its thermodynamic properties\textsuperscript{36,38,47,48}.

Secondly, the large volume occupancy of macromolecules in the cell could profoundly affect thermodynamic or/and kinetics of chemical reactions and properties of the biologically important materials such as proteins and nucleic acids. As highly concentrated macromolecules occupy a larger space, the space for other molecules decreases. This is because the space taken up by a macromolecule is inaccessible to other molecules, therefore, the volume occupied by a macromolecule excludes other molecules from its vicinity. Therefore, this inaccessible volume is called the excluded volume of a macromolecule\textsuperscript{35,44,49,50}. The excluded volume of a macromolecule function of the shape and size of the macromolecule itself and that of other molecules. The volume exclusion of macromolecules significantly affects the thermodynamics and/or kinetics of reacting molecules especially when the reaction causes the change in the volume of reactants. It was previously shown that volume exclusion of macromolecules in the crowded environment considerably increases the local concentration of reactants, as well as changes in the size of globular proteins, stability of native protein structure, and the folding behavior of RNA\textsuperscript{38,39,44}.

Recently, several researches have reported that transcription reactions could be affected by macromolecule crowding\textsuperscript{51–54}. For example, many studies on Cell free protein expression (CFPE) have shown that transcription reactions by T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP) are markedly enhanced under crowding conditions, specifically when the size of crowders is comparable to that of the RNAP\textsuperscript{51}. This enhancement is attributed to increased association between promoter DNA and T7 RNAP\textsuperscript{51,52}. However, since most studies on transcription under
Crowding are focused on multiple cycles of either transcription or association of DNA and RNA Polymerase (RNAP) to make RNAP-Promoter open complex (RPo), the effect of the crowded environment on a single transcription run is still poorly understood.

In this context, we have developed a novel in vitro quenching based single round transcription assay using single-molecule detection. Our assay is based upon hybridization of a probe DNA with RNA, produced by transcription reactions, and whose sequences are controlled by the template DNA sequences we designed. Using this assay, we were able to count the number of RNAs transcribed during a given time by transcription in the presence of various crowding environments, as a model system of the crowded cellular environment, and investigate the size/concentration effects of various osmolytes and macromolecular crowding agents on actively-transcribing RNAP. Our results demonstrate an expected slowdown of transcription kinetics due to increased viscosity, and unexpected enhancement in transcription activity by larger crowding agents at the same viscosity. These findings suggest that crowding agents affect the transcription reaction after RNAP-Promoter open bubble (RPo) formation through volume exclusion.
Results

Single round transcription experiments starting from RPo, in the presence of various crowding conditions, were performed using an in vitro quenching based single molecule FRET assay quantifying transcripts to determine the efficiency of transcription. Our assay utilizes single strand DNA (ssDNA) probes labeled with donor and acceptor dyes targeting RNA transcription products through hybridization. The number of hybridized and unhybridized probe to transcripts is accurately detected and counted using alternating-laser excitation (ALEX)-based fluorescence-aided molecule sorting (ALEX-FAMS)\textsuperscript{1,2}. As ALEX-FAMS is based on single molecule Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)\textsuperscript{3}, identification of sub-populations with different conformations (i.e. different FRET efficiencies) is possible. Analysis of the number of single molecule events for the hybridized and unhybridized probe populations, each with a particular FRET efficiency distribution, gives the transcription efficiency during a given time (900 seconds, in this study). Since the concentration of probe and RPo is identical in all measurements, a greater fraction of hybridized probe indicates higher number of transcripts, that is, higher efficiency of transcription per a given time.\textsuperscript{1,2,4}

The design of the in vitro quenching based single round transcription assay is described below and depicted in Fig. 1. The DNA template used for the transcription reaction was designed to produce a transcript containing as sequence complementary to the probe sequence (Fig. 2). Thus, an RNA produced by the transcription reaction would be efficiently hybridized with the ssDNA probe.

Our transcription detection probe is ssDNA, doubly labeled with a donor-acceptor FRET pair - a donor (TMR) at its 5’ end and an acceptor (Alexa Fluor 647) at its 3’ end. In order for efficient
hybridization with transcripts, we designed the ssDNA probe with poly dT (20 dT) to be unstructured (without having a stable secondary structure) in the solution\textsuperscript{5}. Since the persistence length of unstructured ssDNA is small (~1.5 nm in 2 M NaCl, ~3 nm in 25 mM NaCl\textsuperscript{6}), ssDNA probe with 20nt (> 6nm), and yields a single FRET population with peak FRET efficiency of ~0.75. However, when hybridized to the run-off mRNA transcripts, the probe becomes stretched and much more rigid due to the long persistence length of dsDNA-RNA hybrid (for dsDNA ~50nm\textsuperscript{7}, for dsRNA ~64nm\textsuperscript{8}), and gives rise to another FRET sub-population with a lower peak FRET efficiency of ~0.3.

Experiments were performed with low concentration of FRET probe (~100 pM), which is the concentration range needed for ALEX-FAMS. At lower concentration than RNAP-Promoter binding affinity ($K_d = 1 \sim 10nM$ at physiological ionic strength\textsuperscript{9}), only single round run-off transcription reactions occur on a given template due to the unlikely event of re-association of RNAP and template following RNAP dissociation from the template. By detection of RNA from single round run-off transcription, we can accurately quantify the transcription efficiency, starting from RPo, during a given time. By comparing the transcription activity with respect to the concentrations/types of osmolytes, we could investigate the physical and chemical effects of various osmolytes on the transcription reaction.

In order to validate the assay suitable for detection of transcripts per given time, two important controls were done: the first ensuring the probe should hybridize specifically with RNA produced by the expected transcription reaction (No non-specific binding), the second ensuring that the reaction is stopped immediately by a quencher (fast/efficient quenching). Transcription reactions, done by addition of NTPs to RPo, that were measured by ALEX FAMS exhibit a shift in the
population of high FRET to low FRET (indicating probe hybridization to transcript). Only a high FRET population was observed for the probe alone (Fig 3A) or transcription reactions excluding NTP (Fig 3B), confirming that the probe only binds to transcribed RNA with the target sequence. The transcription reaction was stopped or quenched by addition of MgCl₂ to a final concentration of 500 mM, due to RNAP-Promoter association decreasing drastically with increasing ionic strength⁹. Fig. 4 shows that simultaneous addition of MgCl₂ and NTP results in no low FRET shift, suggesting the reaction was completely quenched. To address the concern that addition of MgCl₂ does not quench the transcription reaction, but instead slow down the reaction, measurements were done following longer incubation times after adding MgCl₂ in the reaction mixture. If 500 mM MgCl₂ only slows down the reaction, any progression in the reaction (more low FRET population) would be observed after long incubation even in the presence of MgCl₂. As shown in Fig. 4, incubations up to 3 hours following NTP and MgCl₂ addition to RPo demonstrated no FRET population shifting toward low FRET. Therefore, confirming that 500 mM MgCl₂ works as a fast and efficient quencher that completely stops the transcription reaction from proceeding.

With the in vitro quenching based single round transcription assays, transcription reactions kinetics following RPo formation was tested as a function of various crowding conditions. All transcription reactions were incubated for 15 minutes under various size and concentrations of osmolytes (See Methods and Material). Our results demonstrate that, regardless of the size of osmolytes, transcription efficiency by E. coli RNAP during a given time decreases as the concentrations of osmolytes increase. This is not surprising as the reaction kinetics is heavily affected by viscosity. According to the simple Kramer theory, the viscosity slows down the kinetics of reactions and has inverse relationship with a kinetic constant¹⁰⁻¹⁴.
Is the viscosity the only factor that affects the transcription reaction under crowding? If so, then the same decrease in transcription efficiency should occur at a given viscosity for all osmolytes. The small osmolytes Ethylene glycol (EG), Polyethylene glycol 200 (PEG 200), and PEG 400 display a similar inhibitory effect not significantly different from that of Glycerol, a well-known viscogen. However, for large osmolytes such as PEG600 (~ 8000), the inhibitory effect on the reaction is noticeably smaller compared to that of small osmolytes. Therefore, we observed that the degree of inhibition decreases with increasing size of osmolytes at a given viscosity (Fig. 5).

To gain a greater understanding of the effect of osmolyte properties on the transcription reaction, the transcription efficiencies was investigated as a function of volume occupancies of osmolytes. The transcription efficiencies for all osmolytes generally decrease as the volume occupancies of osmolytes increase. In addition, transcription with large osmolytes also showed strong anti-correlation between the size of osmolytes and the degree of inhibition at a given volume occupancy of osmolytes, while small osmolytes do not show any distinct size effect on the transcription efficiency, as shown in Fig. 6.
Discussion and Conclusions

We have developed a novel in vitro quenching based single round transcription assay to investigate the transcription reactions by E. coli RNAP in the presence of various osmolytes. Since crowders were added following formation of RPo, the effect of crowders on RNAP-Promoter DNA association to form RPo was removed, which has been reported to be a step heavily influenced by the effect of crowders. Therefore, the effect of the size/concentration of osmolytes/crowders on transcription reactions following RPo formation was investigated.

Our results successfully demonstrate that 1) macromolecular crowding affects transcription reactions even after RPo formation, 2) small size osmolytes such as EG, PEG 200, and PEG 400 only act as viscogens, just like Glycerol, which increase the viscosity of the medium, 3) large osmolytes (PEG 600 ~ 8000) behave not only as viscogens, but also as macromolecular crowding agents that affect the transcription reaction by volume exclusion, and the effect depends the size of crowders.

How do crowders affect the transcription, will only kinetics be affected? As we conducted transcription assays only for a 900s time point, we don’t have any experimental evidence to prove whether crowding acts solely on transcription kinetics. However, since many researches have reported that viscosity affects kinetics rather than thermodynamics\textsuperscript{10-13}, and small osmolytes, acting only as viscogens, showed the biggest inhibitory effect, we expect the effect of crowders mostly on the kinetics of transcription reactions (unless small osmolytes interacts with reactants directly) and crowding effect enhances transcription kinetics, and somewhat cancels out the opposite effect caused by viscosity. In other words, large osmolytes show a smaller inhibitory effect compared to small osmolytes due to the opposing action between crowding effect and
viscosity effect, which increase and decrease the kinetics respectively, while small osmolytes only have viscosity effect.

Which step of transcription kinetics will it be affected the most? According to the transcription kinetics model\textsuperscript{15–18}, promoter escape is the slowest and rate limiting step after formation of RPO. In this regards, we anticipate that the transcriptional reaction enhancement, compared to the one, by small osmolytes, by larger osmolytes/crowders might be attributed to larger volume occupancies that alter the conformation of RNAP-Promoter initial transcribing complexes (RPTTC), in early transcription stages, resulting in a reduction in the activation barrier for promoter escape.
Methods and Materials

1. Preparation of promoter DNA:

90 nt template strand and non-template strand of \textit{lacCONS-20dA-4bp} promoter designed in Fig. 2 were chemically synthesized (ordered from IDT, Coralville, IA, USA). Both strands are hybridized in the hybridization buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8, 200 mM Magnesium Chloride (MgCl$_2$)) with a thermal cycler (increase temperature to 95°C then gradually and slowly decrease temperature down to 21°C). Since our transcription assay uses hybridization to detect RNA transcripts, it is crucial to make sure that only hybridized double stranded promoter DNAs exist in the promoter DNA solution (Single stranded DNA leftover hinders the correct quantification of RNA transcripts: excess template strands would hybridize with transcripts, and excess non-template strands would hybridize with our probes).

In order to assure no single stranded DNA in the promoter DNA solution, we confirmed with ALEX-FAMS that only high FRET populations were observed for the mixture of promoter DNA solution and the probe having complementary sequence to single stranded DNAs before preparing RNAP-Promoter open complexes.
2. Estimation of volume occupancies of the osmolytes:

Volume occupancies of crowders/osmolytes were calculated by the equation below using hydrodynamic radius, which were obtained from Table 1.

\[ \Phi_c = \frac{4\pi (R_H)^3 N_A C}{3M_w} \]

where \( R_H \) is a hydrodynamic radius of an osmolyte, \( N_A \) is Avogadro’s number, and \( C \) is a concentration of an osmolyte (w/v).
3. Preparation of a stable open complex, RP_{ITC=2}:

RP₀ solution is prepared with 3 μL *E. coli* RNAP holoenzyme (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA, M0551S; 1.6 μM), 10 μL 2X transcription buffer (80 mM HEPES KOH, 100 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM dithiotreitol (DTT), 2 mM 2-mercaptoethylamine-HCl (MEA), 200 μg/mL Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA), pH 7), 1 μL of lacCONS-20A-4bp promoter and 6 μL of water. RP₀ is then incubated in solution at 37°C for 30 minutes. To remove nonspecifically-bound RNAP, 1 μL of 100 mg/mL Heparin-Sepharose CL-6B beads (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK) is added to RP₀ solution together with 10 μL of pre-warmed 1X transcription buffer. The mixture is incubated for 1 minute at 37°C and centrifuged for at least 45 seconds at 6000 rpm. 20 μL of the supernatant containing RP₀ formed on lacCONS-20A-4bp promoters are transferred into a new tube for an extra incubation with 1.5 μL of 10 mM Adenylyl(3′-5′) adenosine or Adenylyl(3′-5′)uridine (A₃₅A, Ribomed, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 37°C for 20 minutes, respectively, to form RP_{ITC=2} solutions. These RP_{ITC=2} solution s are used as stock for all transcription reactions. 2 μL of RNAse inhibitor (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA, M0314S) are added into the RP_{ITC=2} solution to prevent degradation of newly synthesized RNA molecules.
4. *In vitro* quenching based single round transcription assays

In order to produce run-off RNA transcripts one has to add all four types of ribonucleotide triphosphates (NTPs). In all of our transcription reactions we have used 100 μM of high purity NTPs (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK).

After quenching a transcription reaction, 100pM of ssDNA FRET probe is added and incubated with the quenched reaction mixture for 30 minutes at room temperature. The quenched-probed reaction mixture are then used for μsALEX measurements (Fig. 1).

The stability of RNAP-Promoter DNA complexes changes as a function of conditions. Therefore, the concentration of the RNAP-DNA complexes is calibrated beforehand to yield a dynamic range of low FRET population-fraction between 0 and 0.9 with each change in conditions. Because the concentration of promoter DNA remains unchanged after the treatment with Heparin Sepharose beads, based on the promoter DNA concentration, we estimate that less than 1 nM of RNAP-DNA complexes were used for all transcription assays.

For all data for *in vitro* quenching based transcription assays were acquired for a duration of 10-15 minutes using a setup described already in Panzeri et. al. with the Perkin Elmer SPADs and 532 and 638 nm CW lasers operating at powers of 170 and 80 μW, respectively.

The results shown in Fig. 5, 6 are all averages of repeated measurements. The error bars reported these figures represents the standard deviation of averages of measurement repeats.
5. µsALEX analysis for transcription assays:

A dual channel burst search (DCBS; intersection of bursts from donor excitation burst search and acceptor excitation burst search)\textsuperscript{70} was implemented with m=10 and F=6 (Each burst is identified according to a criteria of that consecutive m (=10) photons detected with a photon count rate, which is F(=6) times higher than the background rate\textsuperscript{71,72}), in order to isolate the FRET-only sub-population for further analysis. After DCBS, we further selected the bursts that have more than 25 photons during donor excitation period ($N_{DA} + N_{DD} \geq 25$) and more than 25 photons from the acceptor channel during acceptor excitation period ($N_{AA} \geq 25$).

Following, the FRET efficiency value (E) and the Stoichiometry value (S) for each burst are tabulated in a 2D scatter plot of E vs. S for all burst events. The populations associated with the free ssDNA probe (high FRET efficiency) and the hybridized probe (low FRET efficiency), are identified in the 2D E-S scatter plot. 1D-FRET histograms are extracted from the 2D E-S scatter plot (as 1D projection on the E axis). All 1D-FRET histograms from transcription assays are fitted to a sum of two Gaussians with the constraints for their means and standard deviations.

All data analysis including burst search, burst selection, and 1D-FRET histogram fitting in this work have been done by using Python-based open source burst analysis toolkit for confocal single-molecule FRET, FRETBursts\textsuperscript{73}. 
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Figure 1. A schematic of the *in vitro* single round quenching based transcription assay.

Transcription from RNAP-Promoter open complex (RPo) is started with addition of NTPs, and stopped by a reaction quencher after 15 minutes incubation at 37°C. Then, RNA transcripts produced by single-round transcription reactions for 15 min are hybridized with the ssDNA probe that has the complementary sequence to the part of the transcript.
Figure. 2: *lacCONS-20dA-4bp* promoter sequence used in Chapter 2. Highlighted are the Promoter Recognition Sequence (PRS), the Transcription Start Site (TSS), the Initially Transcribed Sequence (ITS), and the elongation sequence. The elongation sequence contains 20 consecutive T’s (20dT) that transcribes into RNA containing 20 consecutive A’s (20dA). This 20dA in RNA is detected by the doubly labeled ssDNA FRET probe.
Figure. 3: Validation for detection of transcripts using the in vitro single round quenching based transcription assay. The high FRET population shifts toward low FRET only when probes hybridize with RNA produced by transcription reactions. A) no RNAP negative control; the solution containing ssDNA probe, promoter DNA, and NTP was incubated for 15 min at 37°C, then quenched by 500 mM MgCl₂. B) no NTP negative control; the solution containing ssDNA probe, RNAP-Promoter open complexes was incubated for 15 min at 37°C, then quenched by 500 mM MgCl₂. C) Positive control; the solution contains ssDNA probe, RNAP-Promoter open complexes, NTPs was incubated for 15 min at 37°C, then quenched by 500 mM MgCl₂.
Figure. 4: 500 mM MgCl₂ as a quencher for the *in vitro* single round quenching based transcription assay under various crowding environments. A-G) Transcription reactions were immediately quenched by 500 mM MgCl₂ after started by addition of NTPs (0 min incubation). A1-2) transcription mixture in buffer was measured right after quenching (A1), or measure 3 hours after quenching (A2). B1-2) transcription mixture in 25% Glycerol was measured right after quenching (B1), or measure 3 hours after quenching (B2). C1-2) transcription mixture in 30% PEG 400 was measured right after quenching (C1), or measure 3 hours after quenching (C2). D1-2) transcription mixture in 20% PEG 1000 was measured right after quenching (D1), or measure 3 hours after quenching (D2). E1-2) transcription mixture in 15% PEG 3350 was measured right after quenching (E1), or measure 3 hours after...
quenching (E2). F1-2) transcription mixture in 15% PEG 8000 was measured right after quenching (F1), or measure 3 hours after quenching (F2).
Figure. 5: Relative transcription efficiencies (in reference to the transcription efficiency in the buffer per 900s) at a given time point (900s) plotted against viscosity of the solution with various crowding conditions. Small osmolytes (smaller than PEG 600) show the same inhibitory effect (no significant difference) on transcription reactions with Glycerol, which only act as a viscogen. On the other hand, for large osmolytes (PEG 600 ~ 8000), decrease in transcription efficiency is much lesser than the ones for all small osmolytes at a given viscosity and this inhibitory effect depends on the size of osmolytes.
Figure. 6: Relative transcription efficiency (in reference to the transcription efficiency in the buffer per 900s) at a given time point (900s) plotted against volume occupancies of the various osmolytes in the solutions. For all osmolytes, transcription efficiency per a given time (900s) decreases as the volume occupancy of the osmolytes increase. Large osmolytes (PEG 600 ~ 8000) show lesser inhibitory effect than small osmolytes at a given volume occupancy and this effect decreases as the size of osmolytes increases. All small osmolytes show no significant difference in the inhibitory effect on transcription reactions.
Table 1. Hydrodynamic radii of osmolytes used in Chapter 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecular Crowders</th>
<th>Average Molecular Weight (g/mol)</th>
<th>Hydrodynamic radius (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glycerol</td>
<td>92.09</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene Glycol</td>
<td>62.07</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG 200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG 400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG 600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG 1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG 3350</td>
<td>3350</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG 8000</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All data were obtained from references (ref. 66, 67 for EG and PEGs, ref. 68 for Glycerol)
Chapter 3:

Pausing in *Escherichia coli* transcription initiation
Introduction:

Transcription is an essential and highly regulated process in gene expression\(^3,4\). Transcription of house-keeping gene in Escherichia coli \((E.\ coli)\) is composed of three main kinetics steps: Initiation, Elongation, and Termination\(^3,4,32\). After RNA Polymerase (RNAP) holoenzyme binds with the promoter DNA, undergoing several isomerizations, RNAP-Promoter DNA complex becomes a polymerization-competent open complex \((\text{RP}o)\)^4. Then, in the presence of nucleoside triphosphates \((\text{NTPs})\), the RNAP-Promoter initial transcribing complex \((\text{RPITC})\) engages in Abortive Initiation \((\text{AI})\), a process in which RNAP cycles between synthesis and release of short RNA transcripts\(^20,21,25\). Once enough strain is accumulated in the RPITC complex, then RNAP holoenzyme can escape from the promoter recognition sequence \((\text{PRS})\) region and transit into elongation\(^4,20–22\). In this step the holoenzyme loses its grip on the PRS \((\sigma^{70} \text{ loses contact with the -10 and -35 hexamers})\), the blockage of the RNA exit channel is relieved and become an efficient, resistant, and processive elongation complex\(^4,11\). Transcription is terminated, when RNAP encounters a termination sequence or a termination factor at which the full RNA transcript is released and RNAP dissociates from DNA\(^32\). We note that in some genes, during elongation, RNAP encounters specific sequences that cause transcriptional pausing, sometimes together with backtracking due to 3’ end of the RNA chain intruding into the secondary channel. Pausing and un-pausing in elongation constitute additional steps\(^8,28,29\).

While the biochemical steps of RNA polymerization are most probably the same both in initiation and in elongation, their rates are far slower in initiation due to the strong RNAP-PRS interactions (absent in elongation) and due to the blockage of the RNA exit channel by the acidic tip of \(\sigma^{70}\) region 3.2 \((\sigmaR3.2)^5,9,11,74\). These biochemical steps include NTP entrance and insertion, phosphodiester bond formation, pyrophosphate removal, and translocation (in order to allocate
space for the next NTP to be incorporated). RNA sequences of up to 9 nucleotides (nt’s) are stabilized by hybridization to the melted template DNA in a RNA:DNA hybrid\(^{75-77}\). Although RNAP can accommodate a RNA molecule of up to 14 nt’s long (9 in RNA:DNA hybrid + 5 in RNA exit channel)\(^{78}\), the transition into elongation, whereby the RNA exit channel blockage by σR3.2 is relieved, only begins when RNA reaches the length of 11 nt’s\(^{22,79,80}\).

In what ways can RNAP overcome the barrier between initiation and elongation? Experimental data has accumulated to suggest that in AI, RNAP scrunches downstream DNA into its active site\(^{20,21}\) increasing the size of the transcription bubble up to 25 bases.

Because σ70 holds the -10 and -35 hexamers tightly, the DNA region upstream to the transcription bubble (upstream of position -12) stays as a duplex, while up to 19 bases of DNA in the bubble (non-template DNA bases -3 to +12; template DNA bases -7 to +12) may become compressed and/or bulged-out, which adds into a strain buildup and stabilizes what is known as the ‘stressed intermediate’\(^{81-83}\). Simultaneously, the longer the initially transcribed nascent RNA is, the closer its negatively charged 5’ end will get to the acidic tip of σR3.2. At the same time, it will achieve more contacts with the template DNA in the RNA:DNA hybrid, which will, in turn, counteract the strain from the compressed bubble DNA and from the repulsion from σR3.2\(^{84}\). Abortive transcripts are held in RNAP until reaching a certain length, above which the strain is relieved either through RNA dissociation and release (abortion), or by pushing σR3.2 and hence unblocking the exit channel (transitioning into elongation)\(^{25,84}\).

This description, however, does not agree with the abortive transcript release being the rate-limiting step in the context of AI\(^{21,85}\). Additionally, the opening or closing of the active site trigger loop, which serves as a controller for translocation, is likely to control the strain release in a step-
wise fashion, allowing the nascent RNA to be stabilized in a newly occupied register. In order to provide an answer to this puzzle, we decided to study the kinetics and mechanism of AI using a model promoter and RNAP from *E. coli*, with the hope that such measurements would shed new light on why abortive transcript release is the rate-limiting step in AI.

The kinetic experiments described below utilized the combination of NTP starvation and promoter sequence design in the initially transcribed sequence (ITS) in order to study intermediates in transcription initiation. From the standpoint of the nucleotide addition cycle, reaching an RP_{ITC} state through NTP starvation means that RNAP experiences long periods of time whereby it waits while being introduced with only the wrong NTPs. Similar situations in elongation lead to stabilization of RNA in the pre-translocated state^{66-88} eventually causing the nascent RNA transcript to backtrack on its way to be abortively released by RP_{ITC}^{89}.

Many *in vitro* transcription initiation experiments harnessing NTP starvation were performed under equilibrium conditions after long incubation times of all components. Such experiments assumed that AI behaves according to a sequential model that is described as a continuous, steady-state process characterized by sequential transitions between states. Is AI the only major process characterizing initiation or is it just one process among other alternative ones? To address this question, we have developed a novel *in vitro* solution-based "single-run" quenched kinetics transcription assay to measure kinetics into- and out-of NTP-starved states, whether in initiation or in elongation, with the *E. coli* wild type transcription components. We identified deviations from the sequential model in the initiation that highlight the existence of a previously undetected -pathway state, serving as a kinetic trap in initiation. To better understand this uncharacterized state in initiation, we measured transcription kinetics in the absence and presence of GreA, a
transcription elongation factor that catalyzes the cleavage of RNA backtracked into the secondary channel\textsuperscript{90-95}.

Additionally, we performed single molecule magnetic tweezers steady-state measurements to monitor temporal trajectories of single RNAP-Promoter DNA complexes in initiation. Lastly, we also performed quenched kinetics assays with \textsuperscript{32}P-radiolabeled NTPs using denaturing poly acrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) as a control for our assay. As for full transcript detection, we were not able to achieve single-run transcription conditions and high enough signal to background ratio. However, focusing on abortive transcripts, we were able to study AI under NTP starvation conditions.

Altogether, our findings indicate that a previously uncharacterized RNAP state in transcription initiation exists, and is attributed to RNAP backtracking. In addition, we demonstrate that this paused-backtracked state can be reached even when all four NTPs are present, and that the larger the imbalance in the concentration of all four NTPs is, the higher is the flux into this stable backtracked state in transcription initiation.
Results

Because AI is the rate-limiting step in transcription after open bubble formation, measuring the production rate of run-off RNA transcripts under NTP starvation (or low and non-equimolar NTP concentrations) would report on the AI kinetics. We therefore extended our idea of an in vitro quenching based transcription assay to develop the quenched kinetics assay for transcription initiation kinetics.

The design of the quenched kinetics assay is described below and depicted in Fig. 1. The promoter portion of the DNA template strand was designed to include a sequence of 20 dT in its downstream elongation part (Fig. 2) so that the run-off transcript, that includes a 20A sequence, could be detected by hybridization with a 20dT ssDNA probe. The ssDNA probe is doubly labeled with a donor-acceptor FRET pair - a donor (Tetramethylrhodamine – TMR) at its 5’ end and an acceptor (Alexa Fluor 647) at its 3’ end.

For accurate measurement of kinetic data the assay requires: (i) formation of a stable initial state; (ii) addition of NTPs at zero time point; (iii) rapid quenching of the reaction at predetermined times; (iv) efficient hybridization of the ssDNA FRET probe to transcripts; (v) prevention of RNA degradation. We designed the initially transcribed sequence (ITS) part of lacCONS or T5N25 promoters so that after addition of a partial set of NTPs, RNAP will be able to transcribe abortive transcripts of maximal lengths of 4 and 7, or 6 and 11 nucleotides (Fig. 2).

To stabilize open transcription bubble in RP_{ITC=2} formed at lacCONS or T5N25 promoters, the corresponding open promoter complexes were supplemented with initiating dinucleotides ApA and ApU, respectively (Fig. 2). In order to stabilize a particular RP_{ITC} state (RP_{ITCi}, i ∈ {4,6,7})
or an elongation complex (EC<sub>i=11</sub>), RP<sub>ITC=2</sub> is incubated for a given time, t<sub>entrance</sub>, with a partial set of NTPs.

The all four NTPs are then added and the system is incubated for another time period, t<sub>exit</sub>. The transcription reactions are then quenched by addition of 0.5 M Guanidinium Chloride (GdnCl) that has been shown to serve both as a successful transcription reaction quencher (Fig. 3) and as an enhancer of probe hybridization to RNA (Fig. 4). After quenching the transcription reaction, 20dT ssDNA FRET probe is added to the mix and hybridized with the target run-off transcript. Finally, FAMS-ALEX measurements are performed and the number of run-off transcripts per time point is determined through the fraction of ssDNA FRET probe that is hybridized (Fig. 1).

The exit kinetics from the NTP-starved state was measured by keeping a constant t<sub>entrance</sub> and by varying t<sub>exit</sub> incubation times (‘Exit Kinetics’; Fig. 6). The kinetics of entrance into NTP-starved states was measured indirectly by varying t<sub>entrance</sub>, while keeping the t<sub>exit</sub> incubation constant (‘Entrance Kinetics’; Fig. 6). The results of ‘exit kinetics’ from NTP-starved states using the lacCONS promoter are described in Fig. 7.

In order to assess the contribution of elongation kinetics on our quenched kinetics assay, we compared exit kinetics from RP<sub>ITC=2</sub> to a transcription bubble closure kinetics measured by a single molecule FRET (smFRET) assay using multi-spot excitation<sup>98,99</sup>. Fig. 5 shows that kinetics from RP<sub>ITC=2</sub> measured by both the quenched kinetics assay and the bubble closure assay were almost identical. We therefore conclude that for the lacCONS promoter, elongation is much faster than its initiation kinetics (i.e. kinetics for promoter escape) so that our quenched kinetics assay represents AI kinetics.
If the kinetics of transcription follows a sequential model, one would expect exit kinetics resumed from a late state in initiation, and certainly from an early state in elongation, to be faster (or at least with similar speed) than exit kinetics resumed from an earlier transcription initiation stage. This is indeed the case, the exit kinetics out of early elongation state, \( RD_{E=11} \) is slightly faster than the exit out of stable open complex state, \( RP_{ITC=2} \) (Fig. 7, black and magenta).

Surprisingly, and contrary to the sequential kinetics model, we found that the exit kinetics out of NTP-starved \( RP_{ITC \leq i} \), \((i \in \{4, 6, 7\})\) states are significantly slower than both exits out of \( RP_{ITC=2} \) and \( RD_{E=11} \) (Fig. 7). Moreover, the longer the nascent RNA transcript in initiation is, the slower is the exit kinetics (Fig. 7). These results were obtained using two \( lacCONS \) promoter sequences with the same PRS and elongation sequences but with different ITS (Fig. 2). Our observations suggest that due to NTP starvation, the initiation complex (RNAP + promoter DNA + nascent RNA) is stabilized in a non-catalytic state (kinetic trap) through an unknown mechanism, causing the exit kinetics to slow down or to be delayed.

In order to quantify these results, exit kinetics data were analyzed using a simplified transcription model that includes the non-catalytic state in initiation (Fig. 17). The best global fit results using this model are presented as solid curves in Fig. 7; the best fit values are reported in Table 1. The model and the fitting results support the existence of an off-pathway \( RP_{ITC \leq i} \) state with an additional off-on rate for transitioning back into the AI on-pathway. This newly identified state in transcription initiation is likely to be responsible for delays in the production of run-off RNA transcript. The fitting to the model also suggest that the population of non-catalytic states increases with increasing RNA chain length.
Entrance kinetics (see Fig. 6 for definition) into NTP-starved states have shown the opposite trend, that is, the longer the maximal length the nascent RNA in RP\textsubscript{ITC} is, the faster it takes to enter into the NTP-starved non-catalytic states (Fig. 8), as long as the NTP-starved states are in initiation rather than in elongation. Entrance kinetics into the early elongation state RD\textsubscript{E=11} showed no delay compared to RP\textsubscript{ITC=2}, indicating no state that acts as a kinetic trap in RD\textsubscript{E=11}, as seen in initiation (under conditions when complexes are incubated with NTPs for 10 min). Entrance kinetics are fit with exponential curves and the best fit results are presented as solid curves in Fig. 8. The best fit values are reported in Table 2.

Altogether, the kinetics results of entrance into- and exit- out of NTP-starved initiation states suggest the presence of states not described by the sequential model in AI that reduce the kinetics of promoter escape. The dependence of the exit kinetics delay and the entrance kinetics acceleration on transcript length in AI suggests that at least to some extent, RNAP-Promoter DNA complex with a long RNA (e.g. 7-mer) is stabilized in this state in initiation that is not competent for transcription. Rescue from this state (by introduction of all four NTPs) is associated with a time delay for transiting back into productive initiation on-pathway and transition to elongation.

Inspired by a similar, well-studied pausing and subsequent backtracking mechanism in transcription elongation\textsuperscript{91,100}, we tested whether the observed non-catalytic state in AI is the manifestation of the stabilization of RNA-Promoter complex in a backtracked state. The elongation factor GreA is known to function through the secondary channel of RNAP as a catalyzer of the intrinsic endonucleolytic activity of RNAP to cleave 2 or 3 nucleotides (nt’s) of 3’-end backtracked RNA\textsuperscript{31,93,94,100}. We performed exit kinetics measurements exiting from RP\textsubscript{ITC=2} and RP\textsubscript{ITC≤7} in the absence and presence of 1 µM GreA (Fig. 9). While, as expected, GreA has shown
only a marginal effect on the exit from \( \text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=2} \). Its effect on the exit from \( \text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=7} \) is more pronounced – the kinetics is accelerated and closer to that of exit out of \( \text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=2} \) in the absence of GreA (Fig. 9).

Best-fit results using our simplified transcription model (Fig. 17) show how GreA decreases the initial population of- and further excursion into the off-pathway state (Table 1). We therefore conclude that GreA releases RNAP from this non-catalytic state in transcription initiation. When the next-to-be-incorporated NTP is missing, RNA polymerization cannot proceed properly. The outcome of NTP starvation is that the transcribed RNA transitions into an alternative pathway that involves some backtracking followed by pausing, similar to NTP-starvation conditions in elongation\(^{86-88,101}\).

Another way to study transcription initiation effects is through analysis of \(^{32}\)P-radiolabeled transcripts performed by denaturing PAGE. Attempting to compare run-off transcript bands was difficult due to very low signal to background ratio (S/B). In order to achieve an acceptable S/B for run-off bands, we had to run the gel assays at RNAP-Promoter complex concentration of \([\geq 7 \text{ nM}]\) which is about one order of magnitude higher than the concentration used for the quenched kinetics assay based on smFRET. At this concentration range, however, run-off transcription production kinetics did not reach a clear plateau at long times, suggesting that single-round transcription conditions were not met (Fig. 19).

The bands of the short abortive transcripts, however, had excellent S/B due to the repetitive abortive cycle. This allowed us to follow the abortive transcript production kinetics at low RNAP concentrations (~1.7 nM). The abortive transcription kinetics with and without NTP starvation was compared against that with starvation in the presence and absence of GreA (Fig. 10).
Starting from $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=2}$ state, NTP starvation (lack of ATP and CTP) leads to $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=7}$ state. The bands are enumerated by the most probable abortive product sizes knowing that a $^{32}\text{P}$ radiolabeled UTP (‘hot’ UTP) has been used. A high cold:hot UTP ratio allows most of the observed bands of short abortive products to have a single ‘hot’ U. Since a G nucleotide adds an extra bulginess in such gel-based assays, the 5- and 6-mer abortive products (AAUUG(U)) most probably occupy the same gel band and the 4-mer (AAUU) and 7-mer (AAUUGUG) bands are well-separated from this combined product band. Moreover, by accounting to the intensity of the bands, the kinetics of the individual abortive product bands shows a doubled intensity for the band assigned as AAUUG(U), in comparison to the other bands, suggesting it is indeed comprised of a mixture of AAUUG and AAUUGU (Fig. 10). This band assignment is supported by assessment using NTP analog 3’ deoxy nucleotides (3’dNTPs, see Fig. 19).

Interestingly, in NTP starvation conditions, the 7-mer band appears, while when all four NTPs are present, this transcript does not appear (left panel in Fig. 10). A similar description arises in starvation conditions in the presence of GreA (right panel in Fig. 10). This result suggests that in $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=7}$, where all abortive products up to a 7-mer are possible, it is the 7-mer that experiences 3’-end cleavage catalyzed by GreA (the cleaved base is a ‘cold’ G), hence it is the 7-mer nascent RNA that backtracks by a single nucleotide and pauses.

The kinetics of AI when all four NTPs are present shows bands with intensities much lower than in NTP starvation conditions (left panel in Fig. 10). This is expected because with all NTPs, eventually RNAP irreversibly goes into elongation, in which abortive products are not produced anymore. In the presence of GreA, the same lower intensity comparison to the NTP-starved state (right panel in Fig. 10). Overall, GreA in NTP starvation conditions leads to an AI pattern similar
to that in normal conditions. This may be explained by the fact abortive release occurs through the secondary channel, therefore GreA may catalyze their cleavage so the intensity of the bands of abortive products that escape from the endonucleolytic activity is as small as in normal conditions when all NTPs are present. In Fig. 10, abortive transcript production does not cease, therefore transcription pausing is temporary.

To the best of our knowledge, our findings are the first to suggest and support the existence of backtracking followed by pausing in the context of transcription initiation. Although the elongation factors GreA, GreB and TFIIS have already been reported to be associated with RNAP in initiation in different prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems$^{14,102–104}$, and to enhance the promoter escape$^{41,105,106}$, the exact mechanism responsible for this enhancement in the context of transcription initiation remains unclear. Our results point to an additional role in initiation for GreA, namely helping with the cleavage of backtracked parts of nascent RNA in the secondary channel, enhancing transcriptional competency under NTP starvation. Further examination of exit kinetics out of $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC} \leq 7}$ state in the absence and presence of GreA can shed light on the underlying mechanism of backtracking and pausing in $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC} \leq i}$ state.

Is the observed long-lived backtracked state an artifact solely of NTP starvation or can it also occur under normal conditions when all NTPs are present? Depending on the availability of the next NTP to be incorporated, the nascent RNA could either translocate or backtrack. When all NTPs are present, the flux towards the backtracked-paused state is likely to be small. When the next NTP to be incorporated is absent, this flux is maximized and can be identified through kinetic experiments. Another way to increase the flux towards the long-lived backtracked state is by maintaining the ratios of NTPs in such way that the subset of NTPs that lead to a given $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC} \leq i}$
will be abundant while the subset of NTPs that allow rescue out of this initiation state will be less abundant.

The effect of partial starvation of NTPs through non-equimolar concentrations (UTP and GTP at 100 µM, ATP and CTP at 2 µM) is shown in Fig. 11. Exiting out of RPTC=2 after incubation with a non-equimolar NTP bias is slower than the same kinetics when all NTP’s are at a concentration of 100 µM, but faster than rescue kinetics after full starvation. The best-fit results for this experiment using the simplified transcription model (Fig. 17) are reported in Table 1. They quantitatively show that the initial population of the non-catalytic initiation state depends on the relative abundance of the ‘missing’ NTPs. Similar results (with non-equimolar NTP concentrations) were obtained for the T5N25 promoter (Fig. 12). The delay in exit kinetics occurs not only for full NTP starvation, but also for the more biologically relevant condition of NTPs concentration imbalance, typical for cells under metabolic stresses (such as nutrients deficiencies).

We conclude that the transition into the backtracked paused state depends on the concentration of the NTPs required for exiting from initiation into elongation. If this interpretation is correct, pausing is expected to occur in initiation with low probability even when all NTPs are present at high and equimolar concentrations. Our quenched kinetics assay is an ensemble assay (although the read-out is done by ALEX-FAMS) and as such, it is not suited for detecting rare events. By following the behavior of individual transcription complexes it is possible to capture such possible rare events.

For this reason, we performed magnetic tweezers transcription assays on dsDNA clones that contain the lacCONS or T5N25 promoter sequences. DNA molecules were immobilized to a coverslip on one end and attached to a magnetic bead on the other. The magnetic bead was rotated
in order to supercoil the DNA and form plectonemes. Once RNAP is introduced to the chamber, it binds the promoter and opens-up the transcription bubble. This, in turn, changes the number of plectonemes, resulting in a change in the bead height/DNA extension (See Methods and Materials). Once NTPs are added, additional changes to the transcription bubble size are reflected as additional changes in DNA extension. Due to the fact that different stages have own distinguishable transcription bubble sizes, monitoring the magnetic bead height allows us to identify these state in DNA extension time-trajectory (Fig. 13A & Fig. 14A). And indeed, using this assay’s sensitivity to the bubble size, it was possible to show that transcription initiation occurs via a DNA scrunching mechanism$^{20,21}$.

The results of magnetic tweezers transcription assays for lacCONS promoter in the absence and presence of GreA (with equimolar NTPs at 100 µM) are shown in Fig. 13. A dsDNA that contains the lacCONS promoter sequence is tethered to a coverslip from one end and is attached to a magnetic bead from another end. The DNA molecule is then maintained in a supercoiled configuration with applying magnetic field on the bead. The height of the bead in this state is then recorded (Fig. 13A).

In the absence of GreA, we observed short- and long-lived RP$_{TTC}$ states (Figs. 13B, 13D, 13F & 13H). The lifetimes spent in RP$_{TTC}$ states are summarized in a histogram fitted with a double exponential in which 90% of events (n=216) were short-lived ($\tau = 300\pm 40$ s, Standard error of the mean (SEM)), and 10% were long-lived ($\tau = 2600\pm 700$ s SEM; Fig. 13H, blue). Correlating these data with DNA bubble sizes (representing distinct RP$_{TTC}$ states; Figs. 13A, 13D & 13F) revealed that 90% of events were characterized by a 15 ± 3 bp transcription bubble (Standard deviation (SD)). The remaining 10% of events were characterized by a more homogeneous 10 ± 1 bp
transcription bubble (SD). In agreement, correlative analyses (Fig. 13D) indicated $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}}$ states with a shorter bubble (<12 bases) can be long-lived ($\sim 2200 \pm 350 \text{ s SEM, n=37}$; Fig. 13D oval) whereas $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}}$ states with a larger bubble (>12 bases) were generally shorter-lived ($\sim 1100 \pm 110 \text{ s SEM, n=179}$).

These data suggested that, in addition to the well-characterized $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}}$ state (Fig. 13A), a subset of RNAP complexes entered a distinct, long-lived state characterized by a smaller transcription bubble (denoted $\text{RP}^*_{\text{ITC}}$ in Fig. 13A, 13B & 13C). We hypothesized that this long-lived initiation intermediate represented backtracked RNAP previously characterized in our quenched kinetics and gel-based transcription assays. If correct, the addition of GreA would be expected to markedly reduce the number of these long-lived events. In agreement, $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}}$ states (n=209) became uniformly short-lived ($\tau = 350 \pm 30 \text{ s, SEM}$) in the presence of GreA, with transcription bubbles of larger sizes (16 ± 2 bases, SEM); Figs. 13C, 13E, 13G & 13H).

Experiments completed on a different promoter (T5N25) template showed the same trend (Fig. 14). Without GreA, the bubble size in most events is small, while with GreA there is an increase in the number of events associated with larger bubble size as well as a net reduction in lifetime (Fig. 14D & 14E, quadrants). Collectively, these data further support the existence of a long-lived backtracked state during initiation and reveal a role for GreA in preventing RNAP from entering this state. In addition, the long-lived state (due to the backtracking) during initiation is further enhanced under conditions of non-equimolar NTP concentrations, similarly to the single run quenched kinetics assay observations (Fig. 15).

In summary, the results presented so far suggest the presence of a newly identified state in transcription initiation induced by backtracking and temporal pausing. Under normal conditions (high equimolar NTPs concentrations) this state is rarely populated. However, under partial or
full NTP starvation, the population of this off-pathway state can be significantly increased. This novel initiation pathway state can revert back to the productive RNA polymerization pathway, after replenishment of the missing NTPs, following a delay by minutes.
Discussion and Conclusions

Many of the NTP addition cycle steps in bacterial transcription elongation are biochemically similar to the equivalent steps in initiation, but the rates are different, owing to the structural differences between these states\(^9,23,77\). These structural differences are mainly caused by \(\sigma^{70}\) factor\(^9,23,29\). In initiation, \(\sigma^{70}\) is tightly bound to the -10 and -35 promoter hexamers through regions \(\sigma R2\) and \(\sigma R4\) respectively\(^5,6,107\). \(\sigma R3\) that connects between \(\sigma R2\) and \(\sigma R4\) blocks the RNA exit channel in the open complex RP\(O\) and in early RP\(ITC\) states\(^5,84\). In particular, the loop in region \(\sigma R3.2\) enters deep into the channel towards the active site, where its highly negatively charged tip is positioned against the highly negatively charged 5\('\)-end of the nascent RNA\(^5,7\). This element is considered as a switch that has to be pushed out in order to relieve \(\sigma^{70+}\)'s tight promoter binding leading to the opening of the RNA exit channel\(^7,26,84\).

Transcription initiation has been considered to be rate limiting owing to the many abortive cycles RNAP undergoes until it is able to transit into elongation\(^22,81,85\). In abortive initiation, the nascent RNA is transcribed to a certain length, and then it dissociates and released through the secondary channel\(^13,108\), the channel through which NTPs are provided to the catalytic site\(^109\).

The nascent RNA is held through hybridization to the template DNA strand in the transcription bubble. At an early initiation stage only few RNA:DNA bp’s stabilize the nascent RNA and it is therefore prone to spontaneous dissociation. At a late initiation stage, the nascent RNA includes additional hybridized bp’s, but at the same time, the negatively charged 5\('\)-end of the growing nascent RNA is pushed against the negatively charged tip of \(\sigma R3.2\)\(^7,84\). In addition, because the -10 promoter hexamer is held tightly by \(\sigma R2\), the DNA bubble upstream to TSS, which is not involved in the hybridization to nascent RNA, gets compressed\(^5\). These two forces
counteract the lengthening of the nascent RNA and the system reaches a balance of forces. The result of this delicate force balance is either the release of the accumulated strain through pushing σR3.2, relieving σ70’s tight promoter binding, and transitioning into elongation\textsuperscript{26}, or through back-translocation of the nascent RNA. When the nascent chain is long enough, backtracking leads to the insertion of its 3’-end into the secondary channel\textsuperscript{13}. When the next NTP to be incorporated is present, the trigger loop in the β’ RNAP subunit stabilizes the nascent RNA in the post-translocated state\textsuperscript{86,87,101,110}, thereby counter-stabilizing the nascent RNA against strain release in the backwards direction. Under NTP starvation, the translocational equilibrium is shifted towards the pre-translocated state\textsuperscript{85,86}.

In this work, we were able to modulate this balance of forces by temporarily (or permanently) removing the next NTP (to be incorporated) in transcription initiation. As a result of nascent RNA stabilization in the pre-translocated state, the balance shifts towards releasing the strain in the backwards direction resulting in the backtracking of the nascent RNA. When supplementing the starved complex with the missing NTP, this backtracked complex can be rescued and recovered back into active transcription initiation; however the response to the addition of all NTPs is quite slow compared to the overall transcriptional kinetics. We can therefore treat the backtracked state as a reversible kinetic trap.

Do NTPs actively invoke the excursion back to the initiation fast pathway? We can find an answer to this question in studies performed on the transcription elongation complex. In certain paused states, the 3’ portion of the nascent RNA is backtracked into the secondary channel, and the bridge helix of the β’ RNAP subunit adopts a bent conformation that prevent NTPs from entering into the active site\textsuperscript{12,13}. We therefore suggest that the escape from the kinetic trap is not
dependent upon the added NTPs. If this is the case, what could be a possible mechanism for this escape? In elongation, there are three possible fates for the stable single-nucleotide backtracked-paused complex. First possibility is rescue of the backtracked RNAP-DNA complex by cleavage of RNA (via the intrinsic RNAP endonucleolytic activity\textsuperscript{12}) making it transcriptionally competent again. Second possibility is the reversal of a single-nucleotide backtracking state through forward translocation. The last possibility is to slowly backtrack further and further until finally entering into a long-lived, backtracked, paused/arrested state \textsuperscript{12}.

In initiation, however, these three possibilities are somewhat different because the lengths of transcripts are much shorter than the ones in transcription elongation complex. One possibility (which is similar to the first transcription elongation complex case) is that a 3'-terminal portion of backtracked RNA in the secondary channel gets cleaved through the intrinsic endonucleolytic activity of RNAP. The complex then becomes capable of re-extending the 5'-terminal RNA portion that was left in the active site. This process is slow in neutral pH\textsuperscript{111}, but could be accelerated by GreA\textsuperscript{95}.

Indeed, our measurements show that the presence of GreA does accelerate the exit kinetics and therefore support this possibility. Another possibility is that a backtracked complex transitions back to the open complex through successive backtracking steps, leading to a slow abortive release.

Based on our findings and the above discussion, we propose a modified transcription initiation model (Fig. 16). The model suggests that initiation is rate limiting to transcription not only due to the multiple abortive cycles which occur before the transition into elongation, but also due to a slowed-down pathway triggered by a backtracked, temporarily paused, state. We hypothesize the presence of two AI pathways. After nascent RNA backtracking, RNAP can either swiftly release
it as an abortive product through the common AI pathway, or the backtracked complex can be stabilized through a change (possibly conformational$^{12,112}$) in RNAP.

This possible change enhances the enzyme’s intrinsic cleavage activity of the part of nascent RNA that extrudes into the secondary channel$^{113}$. The backtracked-paused complex may also slowly release the nascent RNA through further backtracking. The model depicted in Fig. 16 adds an additional ‘slow’ pathway (red arrows and beige rectangle background) to the conventional AI model.

What is the biological relevance of our findings, if any? Is pausing in initiation an artifact of \textit{in vitro} starvation? Or alternatively, is pausing in initiation relevant to gene expression in the live cell?

In our experiments, we have been able to identify pausing and backtracking in initiation through the utilization of ITS design and \textit{in vitro} NTP-starvation. By complete starvation of ‘missing’ NTPs, the transition into this kinetic trap was maximized. In the biological realm, however, there is never a total lack of one (or more) of the NTPs. Rather, what is more common is a concentration reduction in one (or more) of NTPs due to metabolic stresses (such as, for example, nutritional shortage$^{73}$). Imbalance in NTP concentrations may also occur in the absence of stress for some bacteria at specific growth phases$^{114}$.

When a non-equimolar mixture of all four NTPs is provided, the complex can either incorporate the next NTP, or enter into the (slow) non-catalytic state. This branching decision partially depends on the abundance of the next (low abundance) NTP. The lower the relative abundance of the next NTP (to be incorporated), the longer the complex will wait, and therefore the larger its probability to backtrack and pause. In addition, the longer the initiation complex
spends in a stalled position, the higher the probability that it will incorporate a wrong NTP (i.e. misincorporation). This in turn will drive the complex to backtrack and pause as part of proofreading. In this context, we performed experiments where all four NTPs are present, but at a concentration imbalance (non-equimolar). Indeed, even in this case a delay in exit kinetics was observed, but to a lesser extent. Magnetic tweezers experiments under equimolar NTPs concentrations show non-negligible number of backtracked-paused states (in the absence of GreA). These findings suggest that backtracking and pausing in initiation may be biologically relevant.

It has already been established that transcription initiation could be stalled in vivo\textsuperscript{24}, that a large portion of RNAP complexes reside most of the time at promoter sites\textsuperscript{89,115} and that AI occurs also in vivo\textsuperscript{95}. These observations could possibly be explained by backtracking and pausing in initiation. If indeed pausing in initiation also occurs in vivo, this pausing in initiation may be important factors in control of gene expression. In particular, if such a mechanism occurs, as in our measurements, when recovering from stressful conditions (supplying all NTPs after a period of starvation), the transition to elongation in some genes may be delayed while others may immediately start, depending on the ITS of the gene.

In summary, we identified a previously uncharacterized pathway in initiation that involves pausing and backtracking in which the nascent RNA chain is stabilized in the RNAP-Promoter complex with its 3’ end extruding into the secondary channel. The transition into the backtracked-paused initiation state depends on the time the complex waits for the next NTP in a given ITC state. Based on our findings, we propose a modified model for \textit{E. coli} transcription initiation in which a backtracked state is an additional regulatory intermediate.
Methods and Materials

1. Preparation of a stable open complex, RP_{ITC=2}:

RP_{O} solution is prepared with 3 μL *E. coli* RNAP holoenzyme (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA, M0551S; 1.6 μM), 10 μL 2X transcription buffer (80 mM HEPES KOH, 100 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl$_2$, 2 mM dithiotreitol (DTT), 2 mM 2-mercaptoethylamine-HCl (MEA), 200 μg/mL Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA), pH 7), 1 μL of lacCONS+20A promoter (sequence in Fig. 2) and 6 μL of water. RP_{O} is then incubated in solution at 37°C for 30 minutes. To remove nonspecifically-bound RNAP, 1 μL of 100 mg/mL Heparin-Sepharose CL-6B beads (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK) is added to RP_{O} solution together with 10 μL of pre-warmed 1X transcription buffer. The mixture is incubated for 1 minute at 37°C and centrifuged for at least 45 seconds at 6000 rpm. 20 μL of the supernatant containing RP_{O} formed on lacCONS or T5N25 promoters (sequences in Fig. 2) are transferred into a new tube for an extra incubation with 1.5 μL of 10 mM Adenylyl(3′-5′) adenosine or Adenylyl(3′-5′)uridine (A$_p$A or A$_p$U; Ribomed, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 37°C for 20 minutes, respectively, to form RP_{ITC=2} solutions. These RP_{ITC=2} solutions are used as stock for all transcription reactions. 2 μL of RNAse inhibitor (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA, M0314S) are added into the RP_{ITC=2} solution to prevent degradation of newly synthesized RNA molecules.
2. Transcription Quenched kinetics:

To produce run-off transcripts, high-purity ribonucleotide triphosphates (NTPs) (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK) were used in all transcription reactions at 100 μM each. To obtain a specific initiation or elongation state, only a partial set of NTPs was used. The choice of the partial set of NTPs depended on the sequence of the coding region of the non-template strand of the promoter used (lacCONS and T5N25, see in Fig. 2) and on nucleotide position at position +3 relative to the transcription start site (TSS). The presence of $A_pA$ (in lacCONS) or $A_pU$ (in T5N25) in RPITC=2 stabilized RNA up to position (+2), but also prevented transcription initiation from an unwanted site\textsuperscript{116,117}.

The NTP starvation schemes depend on the different initially transcribed sequences (ITS) being used (Fig. 1 & Fig. 2). To exit from the initiation/elongation NTP-starved state the reaction mixture was complemented with all four NTPs.

For kinetics, the reaction mixture is incubated with the partial set of NTPs for a constant duration of 40 minutes at 37\textdegree C. All four NTPs are then added to the reaction mixture and incubated for different durations (which make up the samples for the different time points in the kinetics) at 37\textdegree C, at which 0.5M Guanidinium Chloride (GndCl) is added to quench the reaction. Subsequently, a ssDNA FRET probe is added and hybridizes with the target run-off transcript (see Fig. 2 for probe target sequence).

To confirm that reaction kinetics are not affected by changes in pH, we measured the pH of the solution before and after quenching and found that it did not deviate much from the pH 7 of the buffer used (6.8 – 7.0). For transcription kinetics experiments with GreA, 1 μM of protein factor is added to transcription complexes in NTP-starved initiation or elongation states. For Exit
Kinetics, the reaction mixture is incubated with the partial set of NTPs for a constant entrance time of 45 minutes at 37°C. The missing NTPs are then added to the reaction mixture and incubated for different exit times at 37°C, at which 0.5M Guanidinium Chloride (GndCl) is added to quench the reaction. For Entrance Kinetics, the reaction mixture is incubated with the partial set of NTPs for different entrance times at 37°C. The missing NTPs are then added to the reaction mixture and incubated for a constant exit time of 10 minutes at 37°C. Finally, the reaction is quenched by adding 0.5M GndCl.

After quenching a transcription reaction with 0.5 M GndCl, 100 pM of ssDNA FRET probe was added and incubated with the quenched reaction mixture for an additional 20 minutes at room temperature. The quenched-probed reaction mixtures were then used for μsALEX measurements.

After treatment with Heparin-Sepharose beads, the exact RNAP-Promoter complex concentration is unknown, because some of the complexes had RNAP bound non-specifically to the promoter DNA. In addition, the activity of RNAP, dictated by the fraction of RNAP-Promoter complexes that yield a full transcript, changes depending on various conditions. Therefore, the concentration of the DNA-RNAP complexes is calibrated beforehand to yield a dynamic range of low FRET population-fraction between 0 and 0.9 with each change in conditions. Because the concentration of promoter DNA remains unchanged after the treatment with Heparin Sepharose beads, based on the promoter DNA concentration (1 nM), we estimate that less than 1 nM of RNAP-DNA complexes are used for all in vitro single-round quenched kinetics assays.

The last 20 bp’s of the template strand coding region of all promoter sequences contain a 20 consecutive A’s (20dA, Fig. 2). The sequence of the complementary ssDNA FRET probe is 20 dT and it is doubly labeled with a pair of fluorophores suitable for smFRET, a donor,
Tetramethylrhodamine at its 5’ end (5’ TAMRA modification) and an acceptor, Alexa Fluor 647 at its 3’ (3’ Alexa Fluor 647 modification; ordered from IDT, Coralville, IA, USA)\textsuperscript{97}.

Each time point in the quenched kinetics assay is measured for a duration of 10-15 minutes using a setup described already in Panzeri et. al.\textsuperscript{69} using the Perkin Elmer SPADs and 532 and 638 nm CW lasers operating at powers of 170 and 80 μW, respectively.

Each kinetic measurement was performed at least in duplicates using different preparations obtained on different days. For each batch, we made sure that:

1. The FRET probe in the presence of $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=2}$ without NTPs yielded only a high FRET population (negative control).

2. The kinetic trace reaches a hybridized fraction (low FRET sub-population) of 0.90±0.05.

3. After a long incubation of $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=2}$ with all 4 NTPs (20 minutes), the fraction of hybridized probe reaches 0.90±0.05 (positive control). This control is performed daily on the same batch used to prepare NTP-starved RNAP states.

4. After a very long incubation time (typically several hours) of a sample with a quenched reaction, the measurement yielded the same low FRET population-fraction (quenching does work)

The negative control measurement yields a single high FRET efficiency population and serves as the “t=0” time point. The positive control measurement results in a 90±% of the bursts belonging to the low FRET efficiency sub-population and serves as the asymptotic kinetic value at very long times, “t=∞”.
The difference between exit kinetics from \( \text{RP}_{\text{ITC=2}} \) and exit kinetics from an NTP-starved state, both prepared from the same batch, is solely the time at which all four NTPs were added. All other experimental conditions (concentrations, temperature, etc.) are identical per batch. Therefore, any changes in activity that may be caused solely due to the starvation of NTPs will show a change in the hybridized fraction in long time points of the kinetic trace. Such comparisons were routinely performed and have never shown a difference in the long time point baseline between the two kinetics from \( \text{RP}_{\text{ITC=2}} \) and from NTP-starved states (within 5\% error). Therefore, the abovementioned positive control served as a proof that experimental conditions (e.g. NTP-starvation) did not alter the relative activity.

The results shown in Figs. 7 – 9 & Fig 11-12 are all averages of such repeated measurements. The error bars reported in these figures are the standard deviation of the repeated measurements. The values at the end of the kinetic trace of repeated measurements were very close to 0.9 in all repeats. In order to compare kinetics starting from different states, however, we had to normalize all kinetic traces so that all of them end exactly at 0.9. An example for quenched kinetics repeats (before averaging) is shown in Fig. 20.

All quenched kinetics data were globally fit to a simplified model that allows the run-off production kinetics to go either directly from an on-pathway initiation state (\( \text{On} \)) to elongation (\( \text{RunOff} \)) or to start at an off-pathway state (the backtracked and paused state; \( \text{Off} \)) and then go to elongation through slow recovery to the on-pathway initiation state as in the following schematics:

\[
\text{Off} \quad \xrightleftharpoons[k_{\text{off} \rightarrow \text{on}}]{k_{\text{on} \rightarrow \text{off}}} \quad \text{On} \quad \xrightarrow[k_{\text{init} \rightarrow \text{elon}}]{\text{RunOff}}
\]
The data was globally fitted to the model assuming the on-pathway state is \( \text{RTC}=2 \), hence kinetics starting from \( \text{RTC}=2 \) is fitted with the model assuming that at \( t=0 \) all molecules are occupying the on-pathway state, while kinetics starting from \( \text{RTC}\leq4,6,7 \) is fitted assuming at \( t=0 \) all molecules are occupying either the on-pathway or the off-pathway initiation states.

The results of the global fit are shown on the figures as continuous lines and the best fit values (the rate constants and the on-pathway population at \( t=0 \)) are reported in Table 1.
3. μsALEX analysis:

Dual-color fluorescence photon-timestamps from freely diffusing molecules are recorded using a ALEX-FAMS set-up\textsuperscript{55,56}. Fluorescence bursts are identified in the recorded stream of photon-timestamps, and the number of photons in a burst and the burst start/stop times are tabulated. Each burst is identified using an sliding-window burst search that looks for consecutive \( m(=10) \) photons exhibiting a count rate higher than a given threshold parameter \( F(=6) \) times the background rate\textsuperscript{71,72}.

The background rate is estimated as a function of time (typically over time-durations of 30s) via maximum likelihood fitting of the inter-photon delays distribution. This assures that slow changes in the background rate are accounted for. In single-molecule μsALEX analysis, three streams of photons are analyzed: donor and acceptor fluorescence photons during green laser excitation (noted here as DD and DA, respectively), and acceptor photons during red laser excitation (noted here as AA). Burst photon counts in each of these photon streams, are background-corrected by subtracting the burst duration times the background rate. First, an all-photon (all streams) burst search is applied. After filtering for bursts with sizes larger than 25 photons, the proximity ratio and the stoichiometry are calculated for each burst to identify the sub-population of bursts where both donor and acceptor are active (FRET sub-population), sub-population of donor-only fluorescence bursts (DO), and sub-population of acceptor-only fluorescence bursts (AO)\textsuperscript{118}.

Next, correction factors for donor fluorescence leakage into the acceptor detection channel (lk) and the factor that accounts for acceptors directly excited by the green laser (dir) are calculated (lk=~0.07 and dir=~0.04 for measurements presented here).
Next, a dual channel burst search (DCBS; intersection of bursts from green excitation burst search and red excitation burst search)\textsuperscript{70} is performed using \( m=10 \) and \( F=6 \), in order to isolate the FRET-only sub-population for further analysis.

Next, the acceptor fluorescence during green laser excitation stream is corrected for \( \text{lk} \) and \( \text{dir} \). The \( \gamma \) correction factor is calculated by the following procedure: a burst size filter is applied on the sum of the corrected streams coming from green and red excitation of 25 photons each.

Following, the FRET efficiency value (\( E \)) and the Stoichiometry value (\( S \)) for each burst are tabulated in a 2D scatter plot of \( E \) vs. \( S \) for all burst events. The populations associated with the free ssDNA probe (high FRET efficiency) and the hybridized probe (low FRET efficiency), are identified in the 2D E-S scatter plot and each sub-population is fitted to a 2D Gaussian.

The \( \gamma \) factor is then calculated using a linear fit to the \( 1/\langle S \rangle \) vs. \( \langle E \rangle \) data produced from the two populations\textsuperscript{118}. In these measurements reported here, we extracted a \( \gamma \) factor value of 0.61. After all correction factors are applied, two burst size thresholds are used to filter smFRET data (on results of DCBS with \( m=10 \) and \( F=6 \)):

1. \( (n_{DA} - \text{lk} \cdot n_{DD} - \text{dir} \cdot n_{AA}) + \gamma \cdot n_{DD} \geq 25 \)
2. \( n_{AA} \geq 25 \)

1D FRET histograms are extracted from the 2D E-S scatter plot (as 1D projection on the E axis). Each transcription quenched kinetics time point consists of the same two FRET populations but with different fractions that designate the evolution of the run-off transcript production (Fig. 1).

All corrected FRET histograms of all time points in a given kinetic track are globally fitted to a sum of two Gaussians with the constraint that their means and standard deviations are the same.
for all datasets. The amplitudes of the two Gaussians are kept as free fitting parameters independent of the time point.

The background-dependent burst search and selection in this work was performed using FRETBursts\textsuperscript{73}, an open source burst analysis program for smFRET data. All model fittings were performed using the Matlab software (MathWorks Matlab, Natick, MA, USA) through the \textit{lsqcurvefit} nonlinear regression function.
4. **Transcription bubble closure kinetics assays:**

Transcriptional activity quenched by 0.5 M GndCl (Fig. 3B) and bubble closure kinetics due to promoter clearance (Fig. 5) were characterized by transcription bubble conformation experiments. These experiments were performed on RP_{ITC=2} utilizing the lacCONS promoter (sequence in Fig. 2) labeled with an Atto 550 donor at register (-5) of the template strand and an Atto 647N acceptor at register (-8) of the non-template strand (IBA oligos, GmbH). Transcriptional activity quenching assays were performed with a single-spot μsALEX set-up\(^{55,56}\) to test whether the transcription bubble is open (the dyes on the bubble get farther away from each other and FRET decreases) or closed (the annealing of the DNA upon bubble closure brings the two dyes to be as close as 3 bp’s apart and hence a very high FRET value) upon addition of 0.5 M GndCl. The same burst analysis as described above was utilized with the exception of higher corrected burst size filters \((n_{DA} - l k \cdot n_{DD} - dir \cdot n_{AA}) + \gamma \cdot n_{DD} \geq 100\) and \(n_{AA} \geq 100\). The quenched kinetics assay probes run-off production rate, which depends both on initiation and elongation rates. The bubble closure kinetics assay, however, probes the promoter clearance kinetics in real-time. A multi-spot smFRET set-up (diffusion format) equipped with a 8x1 SPAD array\(^{98,99}\) and exhibiting a temporal resolution of 30 sec for data acquisition per kinetic point was used for measuring the bubble closure kinetics. Comparison of quenched kinetics and bubble closure kinetics shows that elongation is very rapid and contributes negligibly to the overall run-off transcript production rate (Fig. 5).
5. Transcription assays visualizing abortive product formation using urea-denaturing PAGE analysis of $[^{32}P]$-radiolabeled RNA products

Abortive transcription assays were run using the lacCONS promoter having its probe target 20A sequence replaced by the WT LacUV5 sequence at registers from +20 to +39 (see Fig. 2). Three units of RNAP holoenzyme (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA, M0551S) were mixed with 50 nM promoter DNA in 1x transcription buffer in a final volume of 20 μL. The reaction was then incubated at 37 °C for 20 minutes to form RP₀, followed by addition of 1 μL of 100 mg/mL Heparin-Sepharose beads and 10 μL of transcription buffer. The mixture was incubated for ~1 minute, centrifuged and 20 μL of the supernatant was removed and added to 10 μL pre-warmed transcription buffer. After incubating an additional 10 minutes, ApA was added at a final concentration of 1.3 mM and incubated for 30 minutes to form the RPITC≤2. The RPITC≤2 was then diluted to 400 μL with transcription buffer containing SUPERaseIN (AM2696, Thermo Fisher scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) to final concentrations of 1.7 nM template, 112 μM ApA and 0.3 units/μL SUPERaseIN. This solution was stored at room temperature and used as a stock for each time course.

For time course experiments, 90 μL of the stock solution was briefly incubated to bring it to 37 °C. To analyze the production kinetics of abortive products from RPITC≤7, stock solution was mixed with 10 μL of 200 μM UTP+GTP mixture supplemented with ~ 10 μCi $[\alpha ^{32}P]UTP$. At each time point, 10 μL aliquot was then removed and mixed with an equal volume of formamide gel loading buffer. To analyze abortive product formation from RNAP that was not stalled, the UTP+GTP mixture was replaced by a complete set of NTPs. In experiments looking at the effects of GreA on abortive product formation, an additional 15-minute incubation at 37 °C was performed.
before the addition of NTPs, either in the presence or absence of 1 μM GreA. The stopped reaction aliquots were stored at -20°C until running the urea-denaturing PAGE.

Samples were heated for 3 minutes at 90°C and loaded on a 23%, (19:1 acrylamide:bis-acrylamide) 0.4 mm thick urea-denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The gel usually ran for 5 to 6 hours at 1500 V in 1x TBE with an additional 0.3M sodium acetate in the bottom well. The gels were then removed, dried, and exposed on a phosphor-storage screen about 2 days. Screens were visualized using a Typhoon PhosphorImager.
6. Magnetic trapping assay

6.1. DNA constructs

We designed and had custom-synthesized (Eurofins MWG) DNA fragments flanked by KpnI sites containing a modular region for insertion of a promoter and initial transcript, followed by a transcribed region and a terminator. The modular region is flanked by HindIII and SpeI sites:

5’GGTACCAAGCTTGCAGAACCCTCGGAACATAGCTATGCATTGAATAGCCATCC
CAATCGATATCGAGGAGTTAAATATGGCTGATGCAATTAATACAGGCTGCATCGAA
TAGCCATCC

where KpnI sites are indicated in red; HindIII and SpeI sites are underlined; and the tR2 terminator is in purple. This transcription backbone was cloned into the KpnI site of the *Th. aquaticus* RPOC gene, and a 2.2 kbp subfragment of this construct centered about the transcription unit was PCR amplified and subcloned into the XbaI and SbfI sites of pUC18 using HiFi thermostable polymerase (Roche) and PCR primers (XbaI and SbfI sites underlined):

5’ GAGAGATCTAGAGACCTTCTGGATCTCGTCCACCAGG
and 5’ GAGAGACCTGCAGGACATCAAGGACGAGGTTGCG

We then cloned the lacCONS promoter into the HindIII and SpeI sites underlined above using the oligo-based dsDNA fragment with the top strand:

5’AGCTAGGGCTTGGACACTTTATGCTTTCGGCTGTATAATGTGGAGGTTATGTGAGAGCG

Similarly, we cloned the T5N25 promoter using the dsDNA fragment with the following top strand:
DNA for single-molecule experiments was prepared from freshly grown DH5α by ion-exchange chromatography (Macherey-Nagel), digested with XbaI and SbfI, and the 2.2 Kb band isolated by gel purification and extraction using spin column (Macherey Nagel).

The 2.2 kbp DNA fragments containing the centrally-located transcription unit were ligated at the XbaI site to 1 kbp DNA multiply-labelled with biotin, and at the SbfI site to 1 kbp DNA multiply-labelled with digoxigenin. Labelled DNAs were synthesized via PCR carried out in the presence of dUTP-biotin and dUTP-digoxigenin, respectively (Roche).

6.2. Single-Molecule experiments

Functionalized 2.2 kbp DNA molecules were first attached to 1 µm-diameter streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (MyOne Streptavidin C1, Life Technologies), and then tethered to a modified glass capillary surface coated with anti-digoxigenin (Roche). Experiments were carried out on a homemade magnetic tweezer microscope to extend and supercoil the DNA, running the PicoTwist software suite to track and analyze the position of the magnetic bead. This position marks the free end, and thus the extension of the functionalized DNA. Data were analyzed using custom routines in the Xvin software suite.

In the supercoiling transcription assay where plectonemic supercoils are present (+4 positive supercoils throughout), the extension changes of the DNA construct report on the number of supercoils. Specifically, the DNA typically contracts by ~55 nm for every additional supercoil
when extended at low force (F=0.3 pN) as in these experiments. DNA unwinding by RNAP is sensitively reported via its effect on overall DNA supercoiling: conservation of linking number means that topological unwinding of 10.5 bp results in a ~55 nm decrease in DNA extension.

Experiments were carried out in standard buffer at 34°C using 100 pM RNAP saturated with σ70 (prepared as in (15)) and 100 μM A₈A (for experiments on lacCONS promoter; we used 100 μM A₈U for experiments on T5N25 promoter) and 100 μM each of ATP, UTP, GTP and CTP. When added, GreA is at 1 μM.
Figure 1: Quenched kinetics derived from DNA FRET probe hybridization to an RNA transcript. (a): smFRET results of the quenched kinetic assay. 100 pM concentrated ssDNA FRET probes were added to transcription reaction mixtures and incubated for 20 mins. to allow hybridization. The transcription reaction mixtures were then quenched by 0.5 M GndCl after different incubation times with all four NTPs. Each smFRET acquisition lasted 10 mins. Double gaussian global fits with globally shared means and widths (for the whole data set)
yield the fraction of low FRET population (i.e. number of hybridized probes that report the percentage of synthesized run-off transcripts). (b): the fraction values (together with the associated fitting error at 95% confidence) are plotted as function of quenching times. The dashed curve serves as a guide to the eye. All kinetic data reported in this work are derived in the same way.
Figure 2: *lacCONS* and T5N25 promoter sequences used in Chapter 3. Highlighted are the Promoter Recognition Sequence (PRS; in pink), the Transcription Start Site (TSS; in bent blue arrow), the Initially Transcribed Sequence (ITS; in cyan), and the elongation sequence (in yellow). The elongation sequence contains a 20 dT stretch that transcribes into a 20 dA stretch in the RNA, and detected by the doubly labeled ssDNA FRET probe. Bottom: ITS sequences that have been used to prepare the system in various RP<sub>ITC</sub> states, and the corresponding NTP starvation mixtures are also shown.
Figure 3: The effectiveness of Guanidinium chloride as a transcription reaction quencher.

(A) Quantification of RNA transcript production by hybridization of a FRET probe to the transcripts. The higher FRET peak represents probe only. The lower FRET peak represents probe hybridized to synthesized RNA transcripts. Panel A1 (probe only) and panel A2 (transcription complexes + probe + with no NTP) serve as controls. Panel A3 shows transcript production (GndCl added only after the reaction is completed). Panel A4 shows that if GndCl is added to the reaction mix before the addition of NTPs, the reaction is inhibited.

(B) Quantification of transcription bubble opening by smFRET. The higher FRET peak represents the free (doubly labeled) promoter. The lower FRET peak represents the promoter
with an open bubble (RP_{ITC=2}). Panel B1 (promoter only) and panel B2 (promoter + GndCl) serve as controls. Panel B3 shows RP_{ITC=2} (promoter + RNAP + A_pA). Panel B4 shows that if GndCl is added, the bubble closes-up due to dissociation of the complex.
Figure 4: Guanidinium chloride enhances and accelerates ssDNA probe hybridization to RNA transcripts. Real-time hybridization kinetics of 20 dT ssDNA FRET probe to 20A RNA target. 100 pM of probe is added to 100 pM of target at t=0. smFRET histograms are accumulated at 5 minutes intervals (x-axis errors). Hybridization fraction is extracted from the ratio of the low FRET subpopulation to the sum of low FRET and high FRET subpopulations. The addition of 0.5 M GndCl to the hybridization mix accelerates the hybridization reaction (red) as compared to 0 M GndCl (black) and enhances the hybridization efficiency (red data points above black points at long times).
Figure 5: Comparison of transcription run-off kinetics to transcription bubble closure kinetics. Transcription run-off kinetics (filled black circles) follows closely the transcription bubble closure kinetics (measured using an 8x1 multi-spot excitation smFRET setup\textsuperscript{98,99}, open red circles). This comparison shows that the elongation part of the overall transcription kinetics is fast and initiation is rate-limiting. The inset shows the same kinetic curves on a semi-logarithmic scale.
Figure 6: Experimental schemes for measuring exit and entrance kinetics. (A) Exit kinetics:
RP$_{ITC=2}$ is incubated for 40 mins with a partial set of NTPs to drive the transcription complex.
into a given RP_{ITC_n}. Following, a full set of NTPs is added to multiple aliquots that are quenched by 0.5 M GndCl at different times, t_{exit}. ssDNA FRET probe is then added and the number of synthesized transcripts is analyzed by ALEX for each reaction. Kinetic curves are extracted as in Fig. 1. (B) Enterance kinetics: Multiple aliquots of RP_{ITC=2} are incubated for various times, t_{entrance}, after which a full set of NTPs is added and incubated for a fixed 10 minutes duration. Following, reactions are quenched by 0.5 M GndCl. ssDNA FRET probe is then added and the number of synthesized transcripts is analyzed by ALEX for each reaction. Kinetic curves are extracted as in Fig. 1.
Figure 7: Transcription runoff kinetics after rescue from NTP-starved initiation states

(Exit kinetics). The time course of run-off RNA production using a LacCONS promoter (Fig. 2) starting from different NTP-starved states in initiation and in elongation, stable open transcription bubble (RP_{ITC=2}, black), initially transcribing complexes (RP_{ITC≤i}; i=4 – red; i=6 – green; i=7 – blue) and first stable RNA-DNA Elongation complex (RD_{E=11} – magenta). The values designate arithmetic averages of duplicate or triplicate measurements (see Fig. 20) of the fraction of smFRET bursts of a FRET ssDNA probe that is hybridized to a run-off transcript when the transcription reaction was quenched after a given time. The error bars are the standard
deviations of smFRET population fractions. The curves are best-fit results of the kinetic data to a simplified model of branching into a non-catalytic state (see Fig. 17 for model and Table 1 for best-fit values). The inset shows the same kinetics on a semi-logarithmic scale.
Figure 8: Entrance kinetics into initiation off-pathway states. Entrance kinetic were measured indirectly (through transcription run-off kinetics, see Fig. 6) as a function of incubation time under NTP-starvation conditions. Results of the time course of RNA run-off production a lacCONS promoter (See in Fig. 2) before (A) and after normalization (B). Entrance into NTP-starved states: $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=4}$ (red), $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=6}$ (green); $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}=7}$ (blue) and $\text{RD}_{E=11}$ (magenta). These are rescued by the addition of all four NTPs for a fixed incubation time followed by reaction quenching. The values represent averages of duplicate or triplicate measurements of the fraction of low FRET efficiency bursts from ssDNA probe hybridized to a run-off transcript, after reaction quenching. The error
bars are the standard deviations of measurement repeats. The curves are best-fit results of the kinetic data to an exponential function (see Table 2 for best fit values). The inset shows the details of the first 900 s.
Figure 9: The effect of GreA on transcription run-off kinetics after rescue from starved initiation states. Shown are results of RNA run-off production kinetics using a lacCONS promoter starting from stable open transcription bubble (RP_{ITC=2}, black) and late initially transcribing complexes (RP_{ITC≤7}, blue) in the absence (A) or presence (B) of 1 μM GreA. The values designate arithmetic averages of duplicate or triplicate measurements (see Fig. 20) of the fraction of smFRET bursts of a FRET ssDNA probe that is hybridized to a run-off transcript when the transcription reaction was quenched after a given time. The error bars are the standard deviations of smFRET population fractions. The curves are best fit results of the kinetic data to a simplified model of branching into an off-pathway state (see Fig. 17 for model and Table 1 for best fit values). The inset shows the same data on a semi-logarithmic scale.
Figure 10: Abortive Transcription Entrance Kinetics Gel Assays. Top: Autoradiograms of the urea-denaturing PAGE results comparing the patterns of radiolabeled abortive RNAs produced a LacCONS LacUV5 promoter (LacCONS (Fig. 2) until position +19, LacUV5 from +20 to +39, replacing the target identification 20dA sequence, see Fig 2) under NTP starvation versus normal conditions (left panel) and under NTP starvation in the absence and presence of GreA (right panel). Band assignments follow the ITS sequence (see Fig. 2) up to a 7-mer abortive product (RP_{ITC≤7}) and the marker-based band assignments (Fig. 18). Bottom Left: NTP starvation (blue) versus full set of NTPs present (black). Bottom Right: NTP starvation in the absence (filled) or presence (open) of GreA.
Figure 11: Transcription run-off kinetics under partial NTP starvation. RNA run-off production kinetics (when rescued with all four NTPs) for lacCONS promoter after incubation with no, partial, and full starvation NTP mixes. Shown are kinetic curves for exit out of stable open transcription bubble (RP_{ITC=2}) 1) after supplementing equimolar NTPs (all four NTPs at 100 μM; black), 2) after supplementing NTPs with a concentration imbalance biased towards RP_{ITC≤7} (UTP and GTP at 100 μM and ATP and CTP at 2 μM; orange), and 3) after supplementing equimolar NTPs to a fully starved RP_{ITC≤7} (first incubation with no ATP and CTP, then adding all four NTPs at 100 μM; blue). The values designate arithmetic averages of duplicate or triplicate
measurements (see Fig. 20) of the fraction of smFRET bursts of a FRET ssDNA probe that is hybridized to a runoff transcript when the transcription reaction was quenched after a given time. The error bars are the standard deviations of smFRET population fractions. The curves are best-fit results of the kinetic data to a simplified transcription model of branching into an off-pathway state (see Fig. 17 for model and Table 1 for best-fit values). The inset shows the same data on a semi-logarithmic scale.
Figure 12: Transcription run-off kinetics under no- and partial- NTP starvation for the T5N25 promoter. Shown are RNA run-off production kinetics starting from RP_{ITC=2} in the presence of equimolar NTPs (all four NTPs at 100 μM; black) and in the presence of imbalanced NTP concentrations (ATP and UTP at 100 μM and CTP and GTP at 2 mM; orange). This NTPs imbalance biases complexes, on this promoter, towards RP_{ITC<8}. The values designate arithmetic averages of duplicate or triplicate measurements (see Fig. 20) of the fraction of smFRET bursts of a FRET ssDNA probe that is hybridized to a run-off transcript when the transcription reaction was quenched after a given time. The error bars are the standard deviations of smFRET population fractions. The curves are best-fit results of the kinetic data to a simplified
model of branching into an off-pathway state (see Fig. 17 for model and Table 1 for best-fit values). The inset shows the same kinetics on a semi-logarithmic scale.
Figure 13: lacCONS promoter - Backtracking in initiation correlates with RNAP pausing in the presence of equimolar NTPs. (A): Schematics of the magnetic tweezer transcription assay: Upon RNAP binding, a transcription bubble is formed. Different transcription states are associated with different bubble sizes. According to the sequence of events, after RNAP-Promoter binding a transcription bubble is formed. Then, after adding NTPs, while in initiation, DNA downstream to the bubble is scrunched to enlarge the transcription bubble. After transition into elongation, the strain caused by the interaction with σ70, is relieved, after promoter clearance and the size of the bubble decreases. After running off the promoter and RNAP dissociation from the promoter, the bubble closes. The larger the bubble size is the shorter the extension of the bead will be.
Representative bead extension trajectories are shown for experiments absence (B) or presence (C) of 1 μM GreA. One can observe extension levels (grey lines) associated to the different bubble sizes imposed by the different transcription states. Yellow lines highlight the typical dwell lifetimes in each state. The extension levels and lifetimes of different initiation state occupancies are summarized into extension-lifetime scatter plots when GreA was either absent (D) or present (E) and their 1D projections are shown in panels F, G and H. The ellipse in panel D highlights the existence of a low yet non-negligible number of events which show lifetimes of thousands of seconds and extensions shorter than the ones obtained for smaller lifetimes (see also the low extension subpopulation in panel F), that is absent in the presence of GreA (E, G).
Figure 14: T5N25 promoter - Backtracking in initiation is correlated with pausing in the presence of all NTPs. (A): Schematics of the magnetic tweezer transcription assay. Representative DNA unwinding bead extension trajectories are shown for experiments in the absence (B) or presence (C) of 1 µM GreA. One can observe unwinding levels (grey lines) associated with the different bubble sizes imposed by the different transcription states. Yellow lines highlight typical lifetimes in $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}}$ and $\text{RP}_{*\text{ITC}}$ states. The unwinding levels and lifetimes of individual $\text{RP}_{\text{ITC}}$ and $\text{RP}_{*\text{ITC}}$ events are summarized into unwinding-lifetime scatter plots when GreA was either absent (D, n=87) or present (E, n=164) and their 1D projections are shown in
panels F, G and H. The scatter plots (D & E) are divided into quadrants to highlight the change in
the results upon the addition of GreA on the basis of lifetime and unwinding levels. Experiments
were carried out under conditions essentially identical to those in Fig. 13, but for the use of ApU
instead of ApA as initiating dinucleotide (100 μM, see Materials and Methods).
Figure 15: T5N25 promoter - Transcription initiation under partial starvation of NTPs (concentration imbalance). (A) and (B) Typical magnetic tweezer super coiling transcription bubble trajectories (steady state). (C) and (D) Zoom-ins on transcriptional events in (A) and (B).
Four DNA extension states are identified: free DNA (baseline), on-pathway initiation (max-scrunch), off-pathway initiation (backtracked) and elongation. Initiation dwell time histograms (E) and (G) under NTPs imbalance and (F) and (H) under equimolar NTPs are shown. (E) and (F) – are for data taken without GreA, (G) and (H) – are for data taken in the presence of 1 µM GreA.
Figure 16: A modified transcription initiation model. RNAP transcription initiation branches to σ-subunit release, and transitions into elongation (black arrows) or into release of abortive transcripts (green and red arrows). After initial backtracking steps (RP\textsubscript{ITC=7} goes to RP*\textsubscript{ITC=7}), the complex can either continue with fast abortive transcripts release (classic model, green arrow), or transition to a non-catalytic backtracked state (via a hypothesized conformational change; RP*\textsubscript{ITC=7} goes to RP**\textsubscript{ITC=7}). This transcriptionally incompetent, paused state (RP**\textsubscript{ITC=7}) is relatively stable (acting as a kinetic trap). Rescue from the trap can occur either by successive backtracking steps followed by transcript release (red arrow), or through cleavage of RNA bases that are in the secondary channel. At this point the complex can reinitiate (red arrow). The processes described by red arrows are rare and slow (they occur only if a backtracked state is stabilized enough to cause pausing).
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Rate equations:

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \begin{pmatrix} on \\ off \\ RO \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} -(k_{on→RO} + k_{on→off}) & k_{off→on} & 0 \\ k_{on→off} & -k_{off→on} & 0 \\ k_{on→RO} & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} on \\ off \\ RO \end{pmatrix}
\]

Initial conditions:

Starting from \( R_{P_{ITC=2}} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
[on]_{t=0} &= 1 \\
[off]_{t=0} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

Starting from \( R_{P_{ITC≤i}} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
[on]_{t=0} &= \alpha \\
[off]_{t=0} &= 1 - \alpha
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 17: A simplified transcription model. Panel (A), shows how the modified transcription initiation model shown in Fig. 16 and here (A-(i)) is reduced to a chemical scheme (A-(ii)). Further simplification bunches all on-pathway states with fast transitions into a single ‘On’ state (A-(iii)). The model is therefore simplified into three main states, ‘On’ which represents all states in the on-pathway in initiation, ‘Off’ which represents the Off-pathway initiation state and ‘RO’ which represents transition into elongation and ultimately into run-off. Panel (B) shows the equations that describe this simplified model together with the corresponding initial conditions. These equations are used to globally fit all kinetic data in this study.
Figure 18: Assignment of abortive products using NTP derivatives. The left panel shows different stalled states with the addition of 3’ deoxy nucleotides (3’-dNTPs). The 3’-dNTPs terminate the transcript upon incorporation and also migrate slightly faster, creating a doublet at
bands ending with that particular nucleotide. Therefore, the doublet in lane 5 of the left gel shows that the highest band ends in G, suggesting the highest band is indeed the 7-base product (AAUUGUG) that would arise from adding only UTP and GTP. Likewise, in lane 4, the top of the doublet in the middle must end in U, revealing that this band is the 6-base product (AAUUGU). In addition, in lane 2, the highest band is expected to correspond to the longest transcript terminated at the first G in the sequence (after supplementing the reaction only with UTP), suggesting the highest band is the 5-base product terminated by dGTP (AAUUdG). In this context, we conclude that the middle bands in lanes 3-5 of the left panel are a combination of the 5- (AAUUG) and 6-base products. It is not surprising that these abortive products migrate relatively close together because a single addition of U adds a relatively small amount of mass compared to the addition of a single G. In lane 2, in addition, the lowest two bands are the 3- and 4-base products (AAU and AAU) expected to be produced upon adding only UTP.
Figure 19: Transcription run-off kinetics from RP_{ITC=2} and RP_{ITC≤7} analyzed by $^{32}$P

**UREA-denaturing PAGE.** Exit (quenched) kinetics (bottom) from RP_{ITC=2} (filled black circles) and RP_{ITC≤7} (filled red circles) are extracted from run-off gel band intensities (top). The assay does not reach single run condition (curves do not level off at long times) and therefore cannot quantitatively compare run-off kinetics from RP_{ITC=2} and RP_{ITC≤7}. 
Figure 20: Reproducibility of the quenched-kinetics assay. Three representative examples of un-normalized and non-averaged kinetic data and their measurement repeats using the LacCONS promoter. All batches represent independent experiments performed on different days starting off from stock solutions. Error bars are derived from the fitting errors of the double Gaussian global fits of the FRET histograms (as in Fig. 1; with 95% confidence intervals). (A) Three experimental repeats of run-off kinetics from $R_{\text{ITC=2}}$; (B) Three experimental repeats of run-off kinetics from $R_{\text{ITC≤7}}$; (C) Two experimental repeats of run-off kinetics from $R_{\text{D}_{\text{E=11}}}$. 
Table 1: Best global fit values of transition rates and sub-population fractions using a simplified transcription model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Promoter</th>
<th>GreA</th>
<th>Exit out of</th>
<th>$k_{on,off}$ ($10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{off, on}$ ($10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{init, -elon}$ $^{a}$ ($10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>on-pathway initial population</th>
<th>Figure/panel/color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lacCONS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RPITC=2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6±1 $^{c}$</td>
<td>1.00 (Const.) $^{d}$</td>
<td>7/black; 9/top/black; 11/black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacCONS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RPITC≤4</td>
<td>(0–1)$^{b}$</td>
<td>3.7±0.6</td>
<td>0.20±0.06</td>
<td>7/red</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacCONS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RPITC≥6</td>
<td>(0–1)</td>
<td>3.4±0.5</td>
<td>0.15±0.05</td>
<td>7/green</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacCONS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RPITC≥7</td>
<td>(0–1)</td>
<td>1.7±0.3</td>
<td>0.07±0.03</td>
<td>7/blue; 9/top/blue; 11/blue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacCONS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RDiso11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13±2</td>
<td>1.00 (Const.)</td>
<td>7/magenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacCONS</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>RPITC=2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4±1</td>
<td>1.00 (Const.)</td>
<td>9/bottom/black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacCONS</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>RPITC≥7</td>
<td>(0–1)</td>
<td>4.1±0.9</td>
<td>0.51±0.15</td>
<td>9/bottom/blue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5N25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RPITC=2</td>
<td>all NTPs eq $^{e}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16±3</td>
<td>1.00 (Const.)</td>
<td>12/black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5N25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RPITC≥2</td>
<td>NTP imbalance $^{f}$</td>
<td>18±5</td>
<td>26±8</td>
<td>0.23±0.07</td>
<td>12/orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacCONS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RPITC≥2</td>
<td>NTP imbalance $^{f}$</td>
<td>(0–1)</td>
<td>6.5±0.8</td>
<td>0.28±0.11</td>
<td>11/orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{a}$ – initiation -> elongation

$^{b}$ – the best fit result was converging to a value of 0. The statistical upper bound value was to be the one reported in the parentheses

$^{c}$ – This parameter is globally shared in the model as one can assume the initiation -> elongation rate constant does not change for a given promoter in a given condition

$^{d}$ – the initial conditions are set to constant values in the case where by design there is no population of the off-pathway state at t=0, such as when starting from RPITC=2.

$^{e}$ – all NTPs at 100 μM

$^{f}$ – ATP and UTP at 100 μM and GTP and CTP at 2 μM
Table 2: Best exponential fit values of entrance kinetics from RPTC=2 into several NTP starved states shown in Fig. 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrance into$^a$</th>
<th>$k^b$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Figure/panel/color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPTC$\leq$4</td>
<td>0.8±0.4 x 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>8/red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPTC$\leq$6</td>
<td>2.0±1.1 x 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>8/green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPTC$\leq$7</td>
<td>0.17±0.10</td>
<td>8/blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ – from RPTC=2

$^b$ – this should represent the sum of $k_{on}\rightarrow off$ and $k_{off}\rightarrow on$
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